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REFERENCES

Rational homotopytheory is the study of the rational homotopycategory,
that is the category obtained fromthe category of 1-connectedpointed spaces
by localizing with respect to the familyof those maps which are isomorphisms
modulo the class in the sense of Serre of torsion abelian groups. As the
homotopy groups of spheres modulo torsion are so simple, it is reasonable to
expect that there is an algebraic model for rational homotopy theory which is
much simpler than either of Kan's models of simplicial sets or simplicial
groups. This is what is constructed in the present paper. We prove that
rational homotopy theory is equivalent to the homotopy theory of reduced
differentialgraded Lie algebras over Q and also to the homotopy theory of
2-reduced differentialgraded cocommutative coalgebras over Q.
In Part I we exhibit a chain of several categories connected by pairs of
adjoint functors joining the category i2 of 1-connected pointed spaces with
* This research was supported by NSF GP-6959 and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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the categories(DGL), and (DGc)2 of reduced differentialgraded Lie algebras
and 2-reduceddifferentialgraded cocommutativecoalgebrasover Q respectively. We provethat these functorsinduce an equivalence of the rational
homotopycategoryHoQIT2with both of the categoriesHO(DGL)1 and Ho(DGC)2
obtainedby localizingwith respectto the maps which induce isomorphisms
on homology.Moreovertheseequivalenceshave the propertythat the graded
Lie algebra wr_1(X)?& Q under Whitehead productand the homologycoalgebra H. (X, Q) of a space X are canonicallyisomorphicto the homologyof
the corresponding
differential
graded Lie algebra and coalgebrarespectively.
An immediatecorollaryis that every reduced graded Lie algebra (resp. 2reducedgraded coalgebra)over Q occursas the rationalhomotopyLie algebra
(resp. homologycoalgebra) of some simply-connected
space. This answersa
questionwhichis due, we believe,to Hopf.
Part I raises someinterestingquestionssuch as howto calculatethe maps
in the categoryHO(DGL), say fromone DG Lie algebra to another,and also
whether or not there is any relationbetweenfibrationsof spaces and exact
sequence of DGLie algebras. In order to answer these questions, we introduced in [21] an axiomatizationof homotopytheorybased on the notionof a
model category,which is short for a "category of models for a homotopy
theory". A modelcategoryis a categoryendowedwiththreefamiliesof maps
called fibrations,cofibrations,and weak equivalences satisfying certain
axioms. To a modelcategoryC is associated a homotopycategoryHo C, obtained by localizing with respect to the familyof weak equivalences,and
extra structureon Ho C such as the suspensionand loop functorsand the
families of fibrationand cofibrationsequences. The homotopycategorytogetherwiththisstructureis called the homotopy
theoryof the modelcategory
e. In Part II we show that rationalhomotopytheoryoccursas the homotopy
theoryof a closed modelcategory,that all of the algebraiccategoriessuchas
(DGL), and (DGc)2occurringin the proofof TheoremI are closed modelcategoriesin a naturalway, and that the various adjoint functorsinduce equivalences of homotopytheories. Combiningthis result with TheoremI, we
obtain a solutionto the problemraised by Thom [29] of constructinga commutative cochain functorfrom the category of simply-connected
pointed
spaces to the categoryof (anti-) commutativeDG algebras over Q, givingthe
rationalcohomologyalgebra and havingthe rightpropertieswith respect to
fibrations.
Part II containsa numberof resultsof independentinterest. In ? 2 we
show how the Serre modC homotopytheory[27], whereC is the class of Storsionabelian groupsand S is a multiplicativesystemin Z, can be realized
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as the homotopytheory of a suitable closed model category of simplicial sets.
In ? 3 we construct another model category for the same homotopytheoryout
of simplicial groups. In proving the axioms it was necessary to prove the
excision property for the homology functor on the category of simplicial
groups (II, 3.12).
The category of reduced simplicial sets, with cofibrations defined to be
infective maps and with weak equivalences definedto be maps which become
homotopy equivalences after the geometric realization functor is applied,
turned out to be a closed model category in which it is not true that the base
extension of a weak equivalence by a fibrationis a weak equivalence. This is
reflectedin the fact that there exist fibrations with the property that the
fiber is not equivalent to the fiberof any weakly equivalent fibrationof Kan
complexes (II, 2.9). Since the base of such a fibrationis never a Kan complex,
it does not contribute fibrationsequences to the associated homotopy theory.
Thus these pathological fibrationsare a curiosity forced upon us by the model
category axioms. The same phenomenonoccurs with DG coalgebras, but not
with any of the group-like categories considered here.
In Part II, ? 6, we give some applications of the theorems of this paper.
In particular we use the DG Lie algebra and DG coalgebra models to derive
certain spectral sequences (II, 6.6-6.9) for rational homotopy theory. Of
special interest is an unstable rational version (II, 6.9) of the reverse Adams
spectral sequence studied in [5]. This raises the question of whether such a
spectral sequence holds in general.
In addition to Part I and II, the paper contains two appendices. Appendix
A contains the theory of complete Hopf algebras, which is the natural Hopf
algebra frameworkfor treating the Malcev completion [18] as well as groups
defined by means of the Campbell-Hausdorffformula [17]. Appendix B contains an exposition of some results of DG mathematics in a form particularly
suited for our purposes. The main result is that the generalization to DG Lie
algebras of the procedure for calculating the homology of a Lie algebra provides a functor C fromDG Lie algebras to DG coalgebras whose adjoint 2 is
the primitive Lie algebra of the cobar construction, and that the pair 2, C
have the same properties of the functors G, W of Kan.
Finally we would like to acknowledge the influenceon this work of many
conversations with Daniel Kan and E.B. Curtis; our debt to their work will
be abundantly clear to anyone who reads the proof of Theorem I.
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PART I

1. Statement of Theorem I

If C is a categoryand S is a familyof morphisms
of C, thenthe localization [9, Ch. I]; [21,Ch. I, 1.11] of C with respectto S is a pair consistingof a
categoryS-' and a functor7:C'S-'C whichcarriesthe maps in S intoisomorphisms
in S-' and whichis universalwiththisproperty.In generalthere
is a minorset-theoreticdifficulty
with the existenceof S-' whichmaybe
avoidedby use of a suitable set theorywith universes. We shall therefore
ignorethis difficulty
and assume the existenceof S 'C; forthe cases we need
this can be verified(see Part II, 1.3a).
Let 2, be the categoryof (r - l)-connected pointedtopologicalspaces
and continuousbasepointpreservingmaps. (The reasonfor the notation2r
is to save space in Part II. The subscriptr shouldbe read "beginsin dimension r.") We recall the followingtheoremof Serre [27].
PROPOSITION1.1. The following assertions are equivalent for a map
X
Yin 22.
f:
( i) r*(f) ?& Q: w*(X) ?z Q
wr*(Y)?& Q is an isomorphism.
(ii) H*(f, Q): H*(X, Q)
H*(X, Q) is an isomorphism.
-

A map satisfyingthese conditionswill be called a rational homotopy
equivalence. The localizationof 22 with respect to the familyof rational
homotopyequivalences will be denotedHOQ 22 and called the rational homotopy category. The study of this category is what Serre calls homotopy
theorymodulothe class of torsionabelian groups.
The objects of HoQ 22 are the same as those of {F2namely 1-connected
are different.If f: X Y is a mapin
pointedspaces,howeverthemorphisms
22, thenf determinesthe map 7(f): X-) Y in HoQ.2- If f, g: X
Y are
homotopic,then7(f)
y(g). In effectconsiderthe maps
X

io

X

AI

7

>X

whereI is the unit intervalX A I = X x I/{xo}x I and ij(x) = (x,j), j = 0,1
and r(x, t) = x. As ic is a homotopyequivalence a(Z) is an isomorphismso
y(io),7() = idx = y(i1)y(w) 7(io) = 7(i). Thereforeif h: X A In Y is a
homotopyfromf to g, we have
= y(h)y(i1)= y(g),
^y(f)= ^y(h)^y(io)
provingthe assertion.
As usual in homotopytheorytwo maps inducingthe same map on the
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functors w*(.) 03 Q or H.(., Q) do not give the same map in HoQ if2. It is
possible to show that the rational homotopycategory is equivalent to the full
subcategory of the category of 1-connected pointed cw complexes and homotopy classes of basepoint-preservingmaps, consisting of X for which wUX is
a torsion-freedivisible abelian group (see Part II, 6.1); however we shall not
need this here.
All vector spaces, algebras, tensor products, etc. in this paper are to be
understood as being over Q unless there is indication to the contrary. We
shall consider differentialgraded (DG) vector spaces V = ED Vq, q e Z, where
the differentialis of degree -1 and where Vq = 0 for q < 0. By an element
x of V we shall usually mean a homogeneous element whose degree will be
denoted deg x. Let (DG) and (G) be the categories of DG and graded vector
spaces where the morphismsare homogeneous of degree 0. The tensor product
V ?g W and homology HV of DG vector spaces are definedas usual. There is
a canonical isomorphism T: V 0 W > W 0 V called the interchange map
given by T(x yy) - (-l)pq y x if p = deg x and q = deg y. In working
with DG objects we shall rigidly adhere to the standard sign rule: whenever
something of degree p is moved past something of degree q the sign (-_)pq
accrues.
A DG Lie algebra is a DG vector space L together with a map L (0 L -L
denoted x 0 gL' [x, y] satisfying the antisymmetryand Jacobi identities with
signs thrown in according to the sign rule. A DG coalgebra is a DG vector
space C with a comultiplicationmap A: C-o C (0 C and an augmentation s:C
Q[O] (Q[O] is the DG vector space with Q[O]q = Q if q = 0, and 0 if q # 0) such
that A is coassociative, cocommutative (i.e., To A = A), and s is a two-sided
counit for A. Let C = Ker s. A DG Lie algebra L (resp. DG coalgebra C) will
be called r-reduced if Lq = 0 (resp. Cq = 0) for q < r. We say reduced instead
of 1-reduced. We denote by (DGL)(resp. (DGL)r) and (DGC)(resp. (DGC)r) the
categories of DG (resp. r-reduced DG) Lie algebras and DG (resp. r-reduced DG)
coalgebras with the obvious morphisms.
By virtue of the Kiinneth formula H(V 0 W) = HV 0& HW homology
gives functorsH: (DGL) - (GL) and H: (DGC)- (GC). We definea weak equivalence of DG objects to be a map f such that H, f is an isomorphism. The
localizations of (DGL), and (DGc)2 with respect to their families of weak equivalences will be denoted Ho (DGL)1 and Ho (DGc)2 and called the homotopycategories of reduced DG Lie algebras and 2-reduced DG coalgebras respectively.
If X is an object of 'T2,then the (singular) homology of X with rational
coefficientsHI*(X, Q) is a 2-reduced graded coalgebra with comultiplication
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induced by the diagonal map X-~ X x X and the Kiinneth isomorphism. The
rational homotopy groups u*X ?z Q may be made into a graded Lie algebra
7cX in the following way. Let CqX= Wq+1X?X Q and let .: Wq+1X ~7CqXbe
given by zx = x 0 1. The Whitehead product is a natural bilinear transformation
rp+lX X

q?+lX

0 Wp+q+IX

a,'

)o[a, m]

so there is a unique bilinear operation which we again denoted by [,
such that
[Z-al Zrf]

-

(_1)degea4[,

on icX

f]

The anti-symmetry and Jacobi identities for the Whitehead product [101
imply that 7cX is a graded Lie algebra.
By the definition of HoQ 2 the functors X v->H*(X, Q) and XcX
from f2to (GC) and (GL) extend uniquely to functors H: HoQ 9f2
(GC) and.
c: HoQ f2 - (GL) respectively. Let r: Ho (DGL)1- (GL) and H: Ho (DGL)2 -(GC)
be the unique extensions of the functors L v- HL and C + HC, respectively.
We can now state the main result of this paper.
-

THEOREMI. There exist equivalences of categories
HOQ D'2

Ho (DGL)1

Ho

(DGC)2D

Moreover there are isomorphisms of functors
cXX --

7r(\X)

HX

-

H(C\X)

from HOQ IT2to (GL) and (GC) respectively.
COROLLARY. If L is a reduced graded Lie algebra, then L _ 7cX for
some 1-connectedpointed space X. If C is a 2-reduced graded coalgebra, then
C - H*(X, Q) for some 1-connectedpointed space X.
PROOF. Consider L as a DG Lie algebra with all differentialszero. By
the theoremthere is a space X in f2with XX L hence rX 7rXX -rL = L.
The second statement is proved similarly.
Remark. By duality one sees that if A = G Aq is a graded (anti-)
commutative algebra over Q with Aq finitedimensional for each q and A1 = 0,
A- Q, then A is isomorphicto the rational cohomology ring of a space in T2.
This answers affirmativelya conjecture which is originally due, we believe,
to Hopf.
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2. Outline of the proof of Theorem I
The equivalence X will be the composition of several equivalences of
categories, each equivalence coming by localization from a pair of adjoint
functors. The categories and adjoint functorsinvolved are indicated in Figure
1 and listed below. Upon localizing with respect to a suitable familyof maps
in each category, we obtain Figure 2, where - and L are definedbelow. The
part of Theorem I about the equivalence of categories results from the fact
that each functor in Figure 2 is an equivalence of categories. Half of these
equivalences are treated in Theorem 2.1. For the others we prove a general
categorical result (2.3) whose hypotheses are verifiedfor the remaining cases
in ? 3 and ? 4. Thus the equivalence of categories assertion of Theorem I is
proved by ? 4. The assertions about the homotopyand homology functors are
proved in ? 5 and ? 6 respectively.
We consider the following categories.
: The category of 1-connected pointed spaces and basepoint preS2
serving continuous maps.
S' 2
: The category of 2-reduced simplicial sets = full subcategory of
the category of simplicial sets consisting of K such that Kq has a single element for q = 0,1.
(SGp)1 : The category of reduced simplicial groups = full subcategory of
the category of simplicial groups consisting of G such that G, = {e}.
(SCHA)1: The category of reduced simplicial complete Hopf algebras over
Q. For the definitionof complete Hopf algebra see Appendix A. A simplicial
CHA R is called reduced if Ro _ Q.
The category of reduced simplicial Lie algebras over Q.
(SLA)1:
(DGL)1 : The category of reduced differentialgraded Lie algebras over Q.
(DGC)2 : The category of 2-reduced differentialgraded (cocommutative
coassociative) coalgebras over Q.
We also consider the following pairs of adjoint functors.
f
1,E2 Sing: I I is the geometric realization functor[19], [9, Ch. III]. Sing
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X is the singular complex of a space X; if K is a pointed simplicial set, then
E2K is the Eilenberg subcomplex consisting of those simplices of K whose 1skeleton is at the basepoint.
G, W : If K is a reduced simplicial set, GK is the simplicial group constructed by Kan [12] playing the role of the loop space of K. If G is a simplicial
group, WG is the simplicial set which acts as its "classifying space" [3], [4],
[12].
Q. 9 : If G is a group then QG is the complete Hopf algebra (Appendix A)
obtained by completingthe group ring QG by the powers of its augmentation
ideal. If R is a CHA, then OR is its group of group-like elements. These
functors are extended dimension-wiseto simplicial groups and simplicial CHA's
and denoted by the same letters.
U, 9) : If g is a Lie algebra over Q, Ug is the CHAobtained by completing
the universal enveloping algebra Ug by powers of its augmentation ideal. If
R is a CHA, then CPRis its Lie algebra of primitive elements. These functors
are applied dimension-wise to simplicial objects.
N *, 1N: If L is a simplicial Lie algebra, its normalized chain complex NL
is a DGL with bracket definedby means of the Eilenberg-Zilber map 0 (? 4).
N * is the left adjoint of N and is constructed in ? 4.
2, C : These functorsare definedin Appendix B. If C is a DGC,then SC
is the Lie algebra of the primitive elements of the cobar construction of C.
CL is the obvious generalization to DG Lie algebras L of the DG homology coalgebra of a Lie algebra [15].
From each of the above categories we construct the following localizations.
HoQ Y2= S'1T2,

HoQ S2

=

S

' 2, HoQ (SGp)1 = S'(SGp),

where in each case S is the family of rational homotopyequivalences, i.e.,
maps f such that Wr*f?& Q is an isomorphism.
Ho (SCHA)1= S-'(SCHA)1 where S is the set of maps f such that r*9f (or
equivalently wr*9)f
(3.2)) is an isomorphism.
Ho (SLA), = S-'(SLA)1, Ho (DGL)l = S 1(DGL),, Ho (DGC)2= S-'(DGC)2, where
in each case S is the set of weak equivalences, i.e., maps inducing isomorphisms on homotopyin the case of simplicial Lie algebras and homologyin the
other cases.
The following notations will be used in this paper. If
F
G
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is a pair of adjoint functors, then the upper arrow F will always denote the
left adjoint functor and the canonical adjunction morphisms will be denoted
a: FG-

ide2

A: idel

-

GF.

is a functor carrying
If 7i: Cim Segi are localizations i = 1,2, and F: C1-2
S, into S2, then F induces a functor F: S1
S2-'C2 such that FP-f,=2F.
We can now take up the easy part of Figure 2.
-*

2.1. Each of the adjoint functor pairs (I 1,E2 Sing), (G, W) and
(2. 6) has the property that each functor carries the localizing family of its
source into the localizing family of its target, and the property that the adjunction morphisms are in the localizing families. Consequently the functors of Figure 2 induced by these functors are equivalences of categories.
THEOREM

PROOF. (I I,E2 Sing): From the definitionof the homotopy groups given
by Kan [11], one sees that if K is a 1-connected pointed simplicial set satisfying the extension condition, then the inclusion E2K-) K is a weak equivalence,
i.e., it induces isomorphismson homotopygroups. Now Milnor [19]; [9, VII, 3]
has proved that K
Sing I K f is always a weak equivalence, hence combining
Kan's
this with
formula wr(X) = wr(Sing X) one has wr(X) -_r(E2 Sing X).
The assertion of the theorem follows easily.
-

and that the maps
Wrq-,GK

(G, W): Kan [12], [4] has proved that WqK
G W(G)

-

G and K

-e

WGK are weak equivalences, yielding the result.

(2, C): See Appendix B, 7.5.
The last assertion of the theorem is proved as follows. Suppose that
the adjoint functors are F and G. Then for every object X of C6,a defines
an isomorphism
FG(y2X) = 72(FGX)

)2X.

As X varies over Ob 62, this isomorphism gives an isomorphismof functors
id 2, and hence by the following proposition an isomorphismFG
FGy2 OxF and so F,. G are equivalences
id. Similarly , gives an isomorphismid
of categories.
S-'C be a categorical localization, and let
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let a: C
F, G: S-'C -$~B be functors. Then
Hom (F, G)

-

Hom (Fl, Gy) .

PROOF. It follows immediately from the universal property of -/that y
is an isomorphism on objects and that every map in S-'C is a finitecomposition of maps of the formv(g) or y(s)-1,where g is a map in C and s is in S.
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Let us assume, as is customary, that 6 and S-'6 have the same objects and
that y is the identity on objects. Then a natural transformationfrom F1 to
Ga is a collection of maps 0(X): F(X)
G(X) for all objects X such that
=
OF(f )
G(f )O for all f of the forma(g) where g is a map in C. This formula
must also hold for f = y(s)-' and finitecompositions,so thereforeit is true for
all maps f in S-'C, showing that 0 is a natural transformationfrom F to G,
and proving the proposition.
-

For the other pairs of adjoint functors we will not know that the functor
F carries S, into S2, so we shall need the following definitionand proposition
to get the desired equivalence of categories.
Let 6C,62 be categories, let Si be a family of maps in 6i, and let vi: 6i
S-r'i be the correspondinglocalization functors. If F: 6C 6C is a functor,
then by LF we shall mean a functor from Sy-'C1to S-1'62 together with a
natural transformation s: (LF)y1 -2F
having the following universal propa natural transformation7: G11
and
a
functor
Given
G:
S
'62
erty:
S-'C,
y2F there is a unique natural transformation0: G LF such that r = s(O*z/),
-

-

(LF)y1 is the natural transformationgiven by (0*yI)(X) =
The
pair
(LF,
s) if it exists will be called the left derived functor of
0(y1X).
F with respect to Si and S2. It is clear that if F carries the maps of S1 into
F.
S2, then up to canonical isomorphismLF

where O*y/:G-1

-

PROPOSITION 2.3.

Suppose given localizations and adjoint functors
6
T1
S~l-ll

F
G

62
8p2
S-1(22

such that
( i ) Si containsall isomorphismsof 6. If f, g are maps of 6Csuch that
gf is defined,thenif any twoof themaps f, g, gf are in Si so is the third.
(ii)

A map f in

62

is in S2 if and only if Gf e Si.

(iii) There exists a functorR: 6, -C 6 and a natural transformation
: R. id such thatfor all X e Ob 6Cthemaps d: RX X and f: RX-* GFRX
are in S.
Then the left derived functor LF exists and is quasi-inverse to the
S
inducedbyG. In particular G and LF are equivafunctorG: S2-'62 -S'C
lences of categories.
PROOF.

If f: X

Y is in Si then by (i), (iii), and the diagram
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X 2-RX
{f
Y

GFRX
{R

jGFRf

-RY

GFRY

one sees that Rf and GFRf are in S1. Thus the functor y2FR: 61 - S-1C2
carries S1 into isomorphismsand so by the definitionof localization there is a
unique functorLF: Si1-Vk S2-162such that (LF)y1 = Y2FR. Let S: (LF)yj
Y2F be the natural transformation Y2F(e): Y2FR
Y2F. We claim that (LF, a)
is a left derived functor of F. Indeed given H: Sy'61 - S2'62 and : H1
Y2F consider the composition

Hy1X

-p

y2FRX = (LF'1X

HY1RX -7

for each X c Ob 61. This compositionis a natural transformationH-1 (LF)y1
so by (2.2) it defines a natural transformation0: H
LF. It is easily seen
that 0 satisfies s(0*y1)= 7 and is the unique natural transformationwith this
property.
By (2.2) there are unique natural transformations P: id
G(LF) and
T: (LF)GO id given by the compositions
-

-

7.

71(y_71R

(LF)Gy2 =y2FRG

Y)1GF
_____

)

=G(LF)y,
rT

(a)

y2) 2FG t- 2)

By (iii) y(S) is an isomorphism,and so qP is an isomorphismof functors. In
order to show T is an isomorphismwe show that FRGY
Y is
>;) FGY
:
in S2 or by (ii) that G carries this map into S1. However this follows from(i)
using the diagram
RGY

GY
\id

GFRGY

oGFGY-(

G(a)\

)-GY

and the fact that the left f is in S, by (iii). Hence P, T are isomorphisms,
LF and G are equivalences and the proposition is proved.
3. Application of Curtis' convergence theorems
This section is devoted to proving the hypotheses of (2.3) for the adjoint
functor pairs Q, ( and U, Jo.
If G is a simplicial group, then its qth homotopy group WqGmay be defined
either by the formula of Moore
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(3.1)
NqG

N _1G}
w G = Ker {do: NqG
Im {d,: Nq+,G
q
NqG}
fnl<
j, Ker {dj: Gq oGq-1} N_1G= G-i = {e}

or by the formula of Kan [11] applied to G considered as a pointed simplicial
set with basepoint at the identity. The group law on WqGfor q > 1 is therefore independent of the group law of G and moreover is abelian.
If A is a simplicial complete Hopf algebra (SCHA for short, see Appendix
A), then there is a canonical isomorphismof pointed simplicial sets given by
the exponential
A-

exp:

9A
W,

hence we have
PROPOSITION3.2. If A is a SCHA, then the exponential induces an isomorphism of homotopygroups Wq(9)A)
> Wq(9A)for q > 1.
C)A is a simplicial vector space over Q, hence so are its homotopy groups.
Therefore
COROLLARY3.3. Wcq(9A)
for q ? 1 is a torsion-free uniquely divisible
abelian group and hence is a Q vector space.
The following comparison theorem is what started this paper. Free simplicial algebraic objects are definedin [141; see also the proof of 4.4.
THEOREM3.4. If G is a connected free simplicial group, then the adjunction map a induces an isomorphism
r(G) ?& Q

r(9QG) .

-

3.5. If g is a connected free simplical Lie algebra, then a induces an
isomorphism
w(g)

->

w(

Ug).

3.6. If R is a connected free simplicial augmented associative algebra
and R is the completion of R (A, 1.2), then there is an isomorphism
7r(R)

-7

zet).

The proof requires the following "convergence" or connectivity results
based on the work of Curtis.
THEOREM3.7. Let G, g, and R be as in the preceding theorem, let Fr,be
the lower central series filtrations of G and g and let R be the augmentation
ideal of R. Then
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0
wq(rrg) 0

Wrq(rG)
Oz Q

Wq(Rr)

-

0

forr > q.
PROOF. As pointed out in [7, Remark 4.10], the argument of ? 4 of

that paper applies in great generalityand not just forsimplicialgroups. By
virtueof this argumentit sufficesto prove (3.7) whereG (resp. g,R) is the
freesimplicialgroup(resp. Lie algebra, associativealgebra) generatedby the
simplicialset K which is a finitewedge of 1-spheresA(1)/A(1), where the
basepoint of K is set equal to the identity. Then R = T(QK), the tensor
algebra on the reduced chains on K, so by Kiinnethw(Rr) = EDr T.(wcQK),
and the connectivityassertionis clear. Also g = L(QK), whereL is the free
Lie algebra functor,so U(g) = T(QK) = R. Now g is a retractof U(g)(B, 3.6)
in such a way that rrg is a retractof U(g)r, so the connectivityassertion
for rrg followsfromthat of Rr. One can also use the main result of [6].
Finally for G = FK we have by the main result of [7](foranother proof,
large. Also rq(1irG/IFr+G)
see [24]) Wq(lirG)= 0 for r sufficiently
0 Q (0 Q)) = 0 forr > q by what we have just provedforg. Thus by
Wrq(Lr(Gab
0 Q = 0 forq > r, and the proof
descendinginductionon r we have Wq(rrG)
of (3.7) is complete.
The proofof 3.4-3.6 will also requirethe following. Here N is the set of
integers?0.
PROPOSITION3.8. Let {Gr,r e N; pr: Gr G- r > s} be an inverse system
of simplicial groups such that pr is surjective. Then there is a canonical
exact sequence
0

, R' lim-invr (7rq+i(Gr))

wq(lim-invr Gr)

lim-invr(Wrq(Gr)) I

0

where R' lim-invis the functor of an inverse system of abelian groups given
by R1lim-invr(Ar) = Coker {6: ll'Ar -) flAr} 0((ar)r6N) (ar - P
r+l)reN.
PROOF. Considerthe maps

lim-invGr HAflGr

e IIGr

wherei is the naturalinclusionand
0((gr)r6N)

=
(gr
r+l)r-N

r

6 is not a simplicalgroupmap, but it gives an isomorphismof the left coset
Gr with II GT,since pris
simplicialset of II Gr by the subgroup lim-invr
surjective. Thus 6 is a principalbundlemapand gives riseto a homotopylong
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exact sequence

r'

aU,(lim-invG

0

7ug(Gr)
I0~

where0*((ar)reN)
= (ar - w(pr,1)ar+,)reN.
R1lim-inv,the propositionis proved.

I

7ru
q(Gr)

Taking intoaccountthe formulafor

(3.4). WriteG insteadof 9QG, and let FrG be the filtration
of G inducedby the canonicalfiltration
of QG. The adjunctionmap a: G G
carriesrrG to FrG and so inducesa map of Lie algebras
PROOF OF

grG0z Q

(3.9)

> grG,

which we will now show is an isomorphism.First note that the logarithm
map yieldsan isomorphism
gr G - gr 9PQG,and that the latteris by (A, 2.14)
$P(grQG) - 9(gr QG). Thus we have to show that gr G 0& Q - 9(gr QG)
whichis proved forany groupin [23]. Here howeverthingsare simplerbecause G is free,so gr QG is the tensoralgebra on gr,QG and so 9P(grQG) L(gr1QG). Also gr G 0 Q - L(gr1G 0 Q), so the isomorphismin question
followsfromthe canonicalisomorphism
gr1G 0 Q - gr,QG.
Considerthe diagram
> wq(grr
G) 09Q

>

Wq(grr G)

, Wq(G/rr+iG)
09 Q
,

Wq(G/Fr+iG)

7
7q(G/rrG)0 Q
7
Wq(G/FrG)

>

where the verticalmaps are inducedby a, wherethe tensorproduct is over
Z and the top row is exact since Q is flatover Z, and wherethe firstvertical
arrow is an isomorphismby (3.9). By inductionon r and the fivelemma,a
inducesthe isomorphism
(3.10)

0 Q
Wq(G/rrG)

, Wq(G/FrG)

By (3.7) the inverse system on the left is eventually constant,
so R' lim-invr.
Wq(G/FrG)= 0. As G _ lim-invG/FrG, (3.8) shows that
lim-invrwq(G/FrG)Wq(G). So taking the inverselimit of the isomorphisms
(3.10), we have Wq(G)0 Q - Wq(G),whichproves(3.4).
The proofsof (3.5) and (3.6) proceedby the same method,filtering
so that
the associated graded algebras are isomorphic,and passing to the inverse
limitby meansof (3.7) and (3.8). The details are omitted.
We can now provethe hypothesesof (2.3) forthe pair Q, q. Recall that
we are localizing (sGp)1(resp. (ScHA)1) with respect to maps f such that
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(wf) 0z Q (resp. wref) is an isomorphism.Hypothesis(i) is thereforeobvious.
For (ii) we must show that if f: A -) B is a map in (SCHA)1, thenwrfis an
if and onlyif 7cif0z Q is an isomorphism.But this is true by
isomorphism
(3.3), whichimpliesthat wSA - (w@A)?z Q and similarlyforB. For (iii) we
may take R = G W and e = the adjunctionmap a. By Kan's work(see proof
of 2.1) if G e Ob (SGp)1,,:

RG

-

G is a weak equivalence and hence a rational

homotopyequivalence,so it remainsto showthat S: RG - QRG is a rational
homotopyequivalence. Now RG is freeand connectedso (3.4) shows that ,'
> w(OQRG) given by 6(C0 q)
6: r(RG) ?& Q
induces the isomorphism
q .7w(,S), using the Q modulestructureof r(OQRG) affordedby (3.3). However since Q 0& Q - Q, 6 is isomorphicto the map wr(f)0 id: r(RG) ?z Q
QRG is a rationalhomotopyequivar(@QRG) ?& Q, and thereforef: RG
lence. We have thereforeverifiedthe hypothesesof (2.3), so it follows that
the functorsLQ and 9 in Figure 2 are equivalencesof categories.
-

Remark 3.11. It is perhapsworthwhileto note that, with the exception
of the last paragraph, the results of this sectiongeneralizeimmediatelyto
the case whereQ is replacedby a fieldK of characteristiczero. In fact all
the equivalences of Figure 2 to the right of Ho (SCHA)1 are valid where
algebra, Lie algebra,etc., are taken overK. HoweverLK and j are no longer
> K onlyif K = Q.
equivalences,the reasonbeing that K ?& K
We now verifythe hypothesesof (2.3) for the pair U, .1 using some
resultsfromthe followingsection. Again (i) is trivial, while from(3.2) we
if and
have thata map f: A-)B in (scHA)1is such that wrfis an isomorphism
only if 7r9ifis an isomorphism,proving (ii). For (iii) we shall take R =
N*SCN and e to be the compositeof the adjunctionmapsN*SBCN N*N
id. If g is a reduced simplicialLie algebra, then Ng is a reduced DG Lie
algebra, so by the propertiesof S and C (B, ? 6, Th. 7.5), SCNg is a freereduced DGL and a: SCNg -> Ng is a weak equivalence. By (4.5) S: SCNg
NN*SCNg is a weak equivalence;it is now straightforwardto verifythat
d: Rg

-

g is a weak equivalence. Moreover by (4.4) N*SCNg

=

Rg is a free

reducedsimplicialLie algebra,so S: Rg- URgis a weak equivalenceby(3.5).
Thereforee and R satisfy (iii), and the functorsL U and 9Pof Figure 2 are
equivalencesof categories.
4. DG and simplical Lie algebras

In this section we shall retain our previous notation. However the
resultsare valid with Q replacedby any fieldof characteristiczero.
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Let
N: (sV)

(DG)

-

be the normalizationfunctorfromthe categoryof simplicialvectorspaces to
the categoryof DG vectorspaces. N is given by (3.1) so
w(V)

(4.1)

H(NV) .

=

By Dold-Puppe[8], N is an equivalence of categories. We shall denote the
inverse functorby N-'. Recall that a simplicialvectorspace V may be red = Y((- 1)'di and that thenNV
garded as a chain complexwith differential
is a subcomplexof V.
Let V, W be simplicialvectorspaces, and let V 0&W be theirdimensionwise tensor product. If x e V, and y e Wq let x 0 y e (V

0

W)p+q be the ele-

formula
mentgiven by the Eilenberg-Zilber
(4.2)

X () y =

p

(,

2)S) q * * Sp X ? sp

- **

s"y

, [ V,
*, 2q)
I, ...
...
< 2q , and where
of{0. ***,p + q-1} such that ,1< ... < epand i1 <
s(p, v) is the signof the permutation.The followingpropertiesof 0&are well
known.
( dy
(i ) d(x ($&y) - dx (& y + (-)deg.TX
(ii) x ? (y X z) = (x yY) ?9z
(iii) If T: V? W >W? V is given by T(x 0 y) = y ?& x, then
T(x 0 y) - (_ l)Pqy O&x if deg x = p and deg y = q.

where (p, v) runs over all p, q shuffles,i.e., permutations ([,

..

(iv) If xeNpVand yeNqW, then x&yeNp+q(V?W)
chain complexes
(NV) 0 (NW)

-

X, y

andthemapof

N(V ? W)
XX0 Y

theorem).
is a chain homotopyequivalence(Eilenberg-Zilber
Let g be a simplicialLie algebra and if X e gp,Y e gq define[[x, y]] e gp7,
to be the image of x 0 y underthe bracketmap g (0 g g. It followseasily
from(i)-(iv) that g togetherwith d and [[, ]] is a DG Lie algebraand that Ng
is a sub-DGLie algebra. We thus obtaina functor
(4.3)

N: (SLA)

) (DGL).

Similarly 0 defines the structure of a (commutative) DG algebra on NR
if R is a simplicial (commutative) algebra.
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PROPOSITION4.4. The functor N (4.3) has a left adjoint N*. N* carries
free DG Lie algebras into free simplical Lie algebras.
PROOF. If m is a DG Lie algebra,thenconsideringit as a DG vectorspace,

we may formthe simplicialvectorspace N-'m and the simplicialLie algebra
LN-1m, whereL is the freeLie algebra functorapplieddimension-wise.If
x e m (recall that we only consider homogeneouselements),then we let
to x underthe identifiN-1x e N-'m c LN-'m be the elementcorresponding
cationof m with NN-'m c N-'m. It is clear that if g is a simplicialLie
betweenDG vectorspace
algebra, then there is a one-to-onecorrespondence
maps a: mu Ng and simplicial Lie algebra maps 6: LN-'m
6(N-'x) = 9(x) for all x e in. Let
N*m

=

g such that

LN-lm/I,

whereI is the smallest simplicialideal of LN-1m containingthe elements
[[N-'x, N-1y]]- N-'[x, y] forx, y e m. Then 0 inducesa map N*m og if and
correspondence
Hence thereis a one-to-one
onlyif cpis a Lie homomorphism.
between DG Lie algebra maps 9: m u Ng and simplicialLie algebra maps
6: N*mes, and so N* is a leftadjointfunctorto N. Note that the adjunction
map,:

m

NN*m is given by x

--

N-'x + I.

Y of simplicialobjects over a category of
We recall that a map f: X
universalalgebras, in particularLie algebras, is said to be free [14] if there
are subsets 2qc Yq for each q such that I =U 2qis stable underthe degeneracyoperatorsof Y and such that Yq is the direct sum of Xq and the
free algebra generated by the set Yq,fq: Xq Yq being the inclusionof a
summand. It may be shownthat the class of freemapsis closedunderdirect
-

* are
sums, cobase extension and sequential composition (i.e., if X, X* *
all free then X1 dir lim Xi is free). Of course X is free if the map AP X is
-

freewhere 9 is the initialobject.
Now let m be a freeDG Lie algebra by whichwe mean that as a graded
Lie algebra m is isomorphicto Lg(V) where V is a graded vector space and
whereL9 is the freegradedLie algebra functor(B, ? 2). Definem'k1 to be the
subalgebraof m generatedby Vi, i < k. Then m(kl is a sub-DGLie algebraof
m called the k skeleton. Let ej j e J be a basis of Vk; we wish to show that
the k-skeletonof m is obtainedfromthe k-1 skeletonby attachingthe ej.
Let S(k - 1)(resp. D(k)) be the DG vectorspace generatedby an elementYk0 (resp. by an elementYk-iofdegreek - 1 and an
of degree k - 1 with dYk-l
elementXkof degreek withdxk = Yk-i and dYkl = 0) and let S(k -1) - D(k)
be the obviousinclusion. Then thereis a cocartesiandiagram
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V

V>jL9(D(k))

jLg(S(k-1))

lb

Ia
A

m(k-1)

_

m(k)

in (DGL) where V denotes direct sum, wherea (resp. b) restrictedto the jth
factorof the directsum is given by aYkl = dej (resp. bXk = ej, bYk1 = dej).
Since N* is a leftadjoint functorit will commutewithdirect sums, cobase extension,etc., so N*m will be freeif we knowthat N*LgS(k - 1)
A(k - 1)/A(k - 1) (standardk - 1 simplexwith
N*LgD(k) is free. Let A
boundarycollapsedto a point),let B - A(k)/V(k, 0) (standardk simplexwith
all faces but the last collapsedto a point)and let A B be the map induced
by the inclusionof the last face. If X is a pointedsimplicialset let Q(X) be
the simplicialvector space generatedby X with basepointidentifiedwith 0.
Then it is easy to see that N-'S(k - 1) , N'D(k) is isomorphic to QA , QB.
Since N*L9 - LN-1, the map N*LgS(k - 1) , N*LgD(k) is isomorphicto
LQA
LQB. But the latter is clearly free, the subsets S2qc LQBq being
-

given by the elementsof Bq whichare not in Aq. Thereforewe have shown
that N*m is freeand the proofof the propositionis complete.
PROPOSITION4.5. Let V be a DG vector space and define maps of graded
Lie algebras
a

Lo'(HV)

)

H(L9 V)

b )

7F(LN-'V)

as follows. a is the unnique graded Lie algebra map extending the map
induced on homology by the inclusion of V in L9 V. As NLN-1 V is a DG
Lie algebra, the map Vow NLN-1 V given by x -- N-'x extends to a map of
DG Lie algebras L9 V E NLN-1 V, and b is the induced map on homology.
Then the maps a and b are isomorphisms.
PROOF. Considerthe diagram

il

LO(HV)

Tg(HV)

a
-

-H(L9 V)

-

H( To V)

H(p)
H(i)I

b

7r(P)
7r(i)I

> r(LN-

V

> 7r(TN-1 V)

where T 9 (resp. T) is the tensoralgebra functorfromDG (resp. simplicial)
vectorspaces to DG (resp. simplicial)algebras, where a', b' are definedsimilarlyto a and b, wherei is the inclusionof a DG or simplicialLie algebra into
its universal envelopingalgebra, and where p is the canonical retraction
(By2.2) of the tensoralgebra ontothe freeLie algebra given by
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p(Xl

g

(g) X.)

=

1

-[X19

n

X[*

d]

a' and b' are isomorphismsby Kiinneth and Eilenberg-Zilber, hence a' and b'
being retracts of isomorphismsare also isomorphisms,q.e.d.
THEOREM4.6. If m is a free reduced DG Lie algebra, then S: in is a weak equivalence.

NN*uI

PROOF. Let 1rN*m be the lower central series filtration of N*uI. As
it follows that [[NJpN*nu, NJqN*UI]] Q
[J N*m, JqN*m] Q Fp~qN*I1,
where F9 is the lower central
NIp+qN*In and hence that 8FimcNIrN*i-,
series filtration in the graded sense for ni. Consequently there is an
induced map gr S: gr (m) N gr(N*i) , where we have used that N is exact. By
(4.4) N*m is free so gr (N* nt) L(N*m)ab; similarlygr in = Lg(mab). But gr 1s
induces an isomorphism

mab

N(N*m)ab;

to see this, note that the canon-

ical maps m mab and m N(N*m)ab are both universal for DG Lie algebra
maps from m to abelian DG Lie algebras, and hence are isomorphic. Thus gr fi
is of the form L9 V
NLN-'V which by (4.5) is a weak equivalence. By the
-

-

five lemma and induction, one sees that
Hq(m/Frm)

> Wq(N*Ut/FrN*1lt)

For large enough r, (Irm)q = 0 as it is reduced, and wq(IrN*m) = 0 by (3.5) so
w
and the theorem is proved.
Hq(m)
7q(N*m)
It is now possible to check that the hypotheses of (2.3) hold for the
functors N* ond N. Hypothesis (i) is trivial and (ii) follows from (4.1). For
(iii) we take R = SC and d = the adjunction map a. By (B, 7.5) d is always a
weak equivalence and the formulas for 2 and C show that 2SC is free and
NN*RuIT is a
reduced if m is reduced. Thus by the above theorem A: Rm
weak equivalence and (iii) holds. Therefore by (2.3) we have that the functors N and LN* in Figure 2 are equivalences of categories.
-

Remark. One may show by essentially the same arguments used above
that the normalizationfunctorfromthe category of reduced simplicial commutative algebras to the category of reduced DG commutative algebras induces
an equivalence of the correspondinghomotopycategories. The filtrationIr is
replaced by the powers P of the argumentation ideal which become higher
connected with r by the same argument as (3.6)(see also [25]). Again the
really key point is the fact that the symmetricalgebra S V is a retract of TV
and this uses essentially the fact that Q has characteristic zero.
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5. The Whitehead product
In this section we prove the part of Theorem I relating the rational
homotopy Lie algebra of a space with the homology of the associated DG Lie
algebra.
Let X be a 1-connected pointed space and let q be the composition

Hq(nXg Z)

Wq+I(X) aWq(&2X)

where a is the boundary operator for the path space fibration -2X EX X,
and where H is the Hurewicz homomorphism. Samelson [26] has proved the
formula

9lU, V] = (-1)P[9u,

WV]

if p = degu,

where the bracket on the left is the Whitehead product and on the right is
the bracket associated to the Pontrjagin product on H*(flX, Z). MilnorMoore [20, appendix] show that H induces an isomorphismof r(f2X) 0 Q with
the primitive Lie algebra of the Hopf algebra H*(fX, Q). Combining these
results with the definitionof 7rXgiven in ? 1 we have
PROPOSITION5.1. There is a canonical graded Lie algebraisomorphism
Im {w(OX) ?& Q H*(X, Q)} = 9PHX(2X,Q).
7r(X)
-

-

PROPOSITION5.2. If K is a 2-reducedsimplicial set, then there is a
natural commutativediagram

r(GK) i(fl IK 1)

wr(ZGK)
H

) H(f2 K 1,Z)

and C is an isomorphism
whereh is thesimplicial Hurewicz homomorphism
0
the
and
Pontrjagin product in
of algebrasfor the product in r(ZGK)
H*(l

KZ).

PROOF. We recall that if K is a Kan complex with basepoint *, then the
Hurewicz homomorphismh: r(K) - w(ZK) on the simplicial level is the map on
homotopy induced by x - x - s (*) if deg x = n. It is easily seen that h is
compatible with the topological Hurewicz homomorphism in the sense that
the diagram
w(X)
7r(SingX)

-

H*(XS Z)
> 7r(Z Sing X)
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is commutative, where 0 is the isomorphisminduced by the map which sends
U
a map u: A(q)/A(q)Sing X into the compositionSq
A(q)/A(q) I
| Sing X I
X, where g is any orientation-preservinghomotopyequivalence.
Using this compatibility, the proposition reduces to showing that there is a
natural commutative diagram
-

-

h

w7(GK)

7:(ZGK)

-

t2 | K1)r(Sing

h

7(ZSing& 2 K )

where C is an algebra isomorphismfor the

? products coming fromthe maps

[: GK x GK -GK and v: a I K I x a I K I- a| K I furnished by group multi-

plication and composition of paths. Therefore all we have to do is define in a
natural way a homotopy equivalence of Sing |IK and GK which up to
homotopy is compatible with peand v.

At this point we remark that EX is the space of paths in X ending at
the basepoint, and that the map EX
X sends a path into its initial point.
Then compositiondefinesa right action of OX on EX. Let GK )K x rGK K
be the universal principal GK bundle so that K x GK is acyclic. The geometric realization functor carries this fibrationinto a principal fibrationwith
topological group I GK I (at least in the category of Kelley spaces which is
sufficientfor our purposes [9, Ch. III]). Hence there is a commutative diagram
-

fl IK I

,

PKJGK

-

, JKJ

EIKI

EK
1KXrGKI

KI

where a exists by the covering homotopytheorem using the contractibilityof
E I K 1, and where p is induced by a. As I K x , GK I is contractible, a and
hence p is a homotopy equivalence. Since we have arranged groups to act to
the right for principal bundles, it is fairly easy to see that p is a map of Hspaces up to homotopy, so taking a homotopy inverse of p we obtain a homotopy equivalence GK O Sing f2| K I, which up to homotopy is compatible with
[e and v. This completes the proof of the proposition.
A be the incluPROPOSITION5.3. If A is a simplicial CHA, let i: 9iA
sion map, and let j: OA ) A be the map ju = a - 1. Then the diagram
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Wq(J'SA)
-_2r(exp)

7Wq(9A)

7rq~g)A)

/7r(

ST(i)\

j)

WqA
is commutative for q > 0. Moreover r(i) is injective.
is injective because there is a canonical retraction of a CHA
onto its primitive subspace (A, 2.16). To show the diagram commutative, we
must show that if an element of Wq(9PA)is represented by x C (Ng)A)q, then x
and ex - 1 differ by a boundary in NA. Let Sq = A(q)/A(q), let a be the
PROOF.

W(i)

canonical q-simplex of Sq, and let QSq be the reduced chains on Sq. Then
there is a unique map of SCHA'S TQSq = ULQS q )A which sends a to x. By
naturality we may assume A

TQSq and x = a. But by (3.6) r(TQSq)

=

-

r(TQSq), which by Kiinneth is a tensor algebra on the class of a. In particular one sees that if I is the augmentation ideal of TQSq, then WqI2 = 0.
Therefore (e0 - 1) - a C (I2)q is a boundary and the proposition is proved.
Combining these propositions we have the following isomorphismof func-

tors from5, to (GL):
7r(jK)JIm

-

-

{w(nj

Kj)?Qc :

Im {wc(GK)0 Q
Im {w(gQGK)

-

H*(gf

KjQ)}

(QGK)}
7r(QGK)}

(5.2)
(3.4), (3.6)

(5.3)

r(gQGK)
H(NPQGK)

(5.1)

.

Therefore if X is the composition N9P(LQ)G(E2 Sing)-, we have a canonical isomorphismof functors 7rX - 7rXXfromHoQ~Y2to (GL) as asserted in Theorem I.
6. The coproduct on homology
In this section we prove the part of Theorem I relating the rational
homology coalgebra of a space X with the homology of the DG coalgebra
associated to X by the equivalences in Figure 2. The method is to obtain a
formula (6.5) for the rational homology coalgebra of a reduced simplicial set
K in terms of QGK.
We begin by reviewing properties of the adjoint functors G and W between the categories 3 of reduced simplicial sets and (SGp) the category of
simplicial groups (see [12], [4]). We adhere to the convention adopted in
Appendix B that a group acts to the right of a principal bundle; this causes
only minor differencesin the formulas used here with those of [12] and [4].
If q: E
K is principal fibrationof simplicial sets with simplicial group
-
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G and K is reduced, then a lifting functionp: K

E is by definitiona section
of q which commutes with all degeneracy operators and with all faces but do.
Defining z: KG,-,, q > 0 by dopx= (pdox)z-x,one sees that z satisfies the
formulas
St:=

-

i?O

Z'si+1

=the identityin Gq
7~~~sox
=~~~~dz-zd~

(6.1)
(6.1)

zdzx

if x C Kq

i >O

(z-dox)(doz-x)

Such a map z: K

G will be called a twisting function and JY(K,G) will
denote the set of twistingfunctionsfromK to G. JY(K,G) is a functorcontravariant in K c Ob 5, and covariant in G c Ob (SGp) and the functors G: 5,
(SGp) and W: (SGp) 51 are definedso that there are natural isomorphisms
-

Hom;1 (K, WG) - J(K, G) - Hom(S,,P)(GK, G) .

(6.2)

If z: K- G is a twisting function and K is a Kan complex, then z induces
a homomorphismwnK-r w,1G which will be denoted by ;e. If z arises from a
K with a lifting function, then F - D: wAKr"_-G,
principal G bundle E
the boundary operator in the homotopylong exact sequence.
If A, B are simplicial abelian groups, and A is reduced, then by a twisting
B we mean a twisting function such that z: Aq Bqi
homomorphism z: A
G is a twisting function,
is a group homomorphism. For example if z: K
-

thenz inducesa twistinghomomorphism
z': QK-) Gab 0 Q 1/12, whereQK
is the free simplicial Q module generated by K with basepoint set equal to 0,
and where I is the augmentation ideal of QG.
PROPOSITION6.3. Let z: K-*GK
ing from (6.2).

be the canonical twisting function com-

Then the twisting homomorphism z': QK

1/12induces an

-7r _w(I/I2) for n > 0.
isomorphismI': w7n(QK)

PROOF. If A is a reduced simplicial abelian group, then there is a canonical exact sequence

0

-

2A

-

EA

A

-*

0

definedas follows. (EA)q Aq,, and djd = dj+1a, sj= sj+1 a where if a C Aq,+,
then d is the correspondingelement of (EA)q. 0: EA
A is given by Od = d0a
and s2A = KerS. Note that if p: A -EA
is given by pa = (s0a)-, then p is a
lifting function and the associated twisting homomorphismis given by z-a=

(a

-

sodoa)-.

As EA is contractiblerF:wnA-

7
forn > 0. Taking A
w-12A

to be QK we have the commutative diagram
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QK
>/2

fQK

where q(d) = z'a is an isomorphism. In effect(GK)q is the free group generated by the elements zx and (QQK)q is the free Q module generated by the
elements x as x runs over the set Kq+- soKq. Therefore as q and z, induce
isomorphismson homotopyso does z', and the proposition follows.
PROPOSITION6.4. Let A, A' and B be simplicial abelian groups with
A reduced, and let z: A )A' be a twisting homomorphism. Then
z-0 do: A 0&B A
B(0 A' are twisting homoA'( 0B and do0 z: B
morphisms and we have the formulas
b) = zat$&b
a) = (-1)Pb

(z&do)(a
(dO z)(b

za

ifdegb

=

p .

PROOF. The fact that do0 z is a twisting function is straightforward.
On the other hand if b C BP and a C Aq then with the notation of (4.2)

(do0) z)(b 0 a) =

s(e, 2)dos5q
...
sb (0 z-s~p...
i

BY (6.1) zsP ... saga = 0 if
(do 0 z,)(b0 a)

=0 and sup-, *
s(ce,

= ,(/b)
=

*

5))SIq1

s1a

Sul,-z-aif e, > 0, so
sV2-1b

0) sTP_-...

sP1_ja

(-1)Pb &ra.

The proof of the formula for z

0 do is similar, q.e.d.

We shall denotethe map on homotopy(do0z<:)-wn(A0) B) -r w,1(A 0 B')

by 1 0 z and similarly denote (z
we have

0 do)4 by ; 0 1. Then from the proposition

(F01)(a
(1 0)(fl@a)

S)

=

;Fa

=

( -)q

f
X Fa

G qB, where a&l e Wrp+q(A?B)is the class represented by a&b
if a C rpA,f C
if a represents a and b represents F. Similarly if z1: A
A' and z2:B B'
w (A 0) B)
are twisting homomorphisms
EFl?$, 7r
7n-2(A' 0) B') is the
-d
=
induced
homomorphism
by a (0 b z-d~a (0 dIZ2b so that (;1 0F 2)(0 (,)
if deg a = p.
(-1)Pr1a0 &2f
-

PROPOSITION6.5. Let z: K-y G be a twisting function, let I = QG be the
augmentation ideal of QG, and let z': QK

1/12

be the twisting homomor-
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phism given by z'x = (x
commutative

-

1) +

12 if

x C K. Then the following diagram is

Zn(QK)

-

PrnA

(6.6)

wn(QK0) QK)

0

n2(

-

>

Zn~~~~~~~~~l(1/12)

1)2

2(I/I)I

where A is the map induced by the diagonal K-OK x K, m is induced by the
multiplication in gr QG, and where a is the boundary homomorphism for
the exact sequence

0

P2/1--

-

I/P3

.

I/P2 -

PROOF. Let a e w"(QK) be represented by an element z =Eazx x N(QK)I,
where x runs over the elements of K, differentfrom sll(*)(* = basepoint of
K) and the ax are rational numbers. By definitionthe elements of K,,-

differentfrom so-'(*) form a basis for (QK),-1, so djz = Eaxdjx = 0 for
j ? 0 implies that for any y ? s'-'(*), the sum of the ax with djx = y is zero.
Consequently
(6.7)

= 0

,ax(zdjx-1)

in I,

j > 0 .

The image of a in wn_2(I2/I3)
obtained by going on the lower path of (6.6)
is represented by
(6.8)

E

ax(z'dox)(doz'x) .

To calculate the image by the upper path note that

(O= La aX(Z.X

_1)

+ I3 C (I/I3)ff_,

is by (6.7) an elementof N(I/I3)n-_congruentmod12 to z'z. Thus dowrepre-

sents ro'a. By (6.1) we have
dos=

ax[(zdox)-'(zdx)

E

-

1]

+ I3.

Using the identity
x'y

-1

? (y-1)

-(x-1)

? (x-1)2-(x

-

1)(y

-

1) mod P

in any group algebra and (6.7) we have
dow=
=

E

ax[(z'dox)2- (z'd0x)(z-'dx)]+ I3

-

E

ax(z'd0x)(d0z'x) + I3

since z'dlx = z'dox + doz'x. This is the negative of (6.8) so the proposition is
proved.
We shall need the following Whitehead-type theorem for simplicial CHA'S.
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Recall that a CHA is said to be free (A, 2.11) if it is isomorphic to the completed universal enveloping algebra of a free Lie algebra.
PROPOSITION6.9. Let q: A

-

B be a map of reduced simplicial CHA'S

which are bothfree in everydimension. Then thefollowingassertions are
equivalent:
( i ) gr19 is a weak equivalence
P9)is a weak equivalence.
(ii)

PROOF. Consider the spectral sequence of homotopygroups which arises
from the filtrationon SPAinduced by the standard filtrationon A. This is a
decreasing filtration so if we index correctly we get a homological type
spectral sequence
Wp~q(Fj9A) dr Er

Epq =p+q(grq C?PA)

-

Ep-lq+r?7

Using the fact that A is dimension-wise free, that A is reduced, and (4.5) one
sees that this spectral sequence lies in the quadrant q > 0, p > 0. Hence the
inverse system wr(j9A/Fr4)A) is eventually constant and so by (3.8) the
spectral sequence is convergent.
Consider the map Erq(p) induced by 9 fromthis spectral sequence to the
similar one for B. As E2(9) = r(Lgr, A) = Lg(w(gr,p)), one sees that if gr19
is a weak equivalence, then so must Pcpby the convergence of the spectral
sequence. For the converse, note that if E;,(9) is an isomorphismfor p < k,

then so is Epq(9) for p < k and all q. Consequently by Zeeman's comparison
theorem for spectral sequences, if Pcpis a weak equivalence, Epq(9) must be
an isomorphismfor all p and q and thereforegr, q is a weak equivalence, q.e.d.
We are now in a position to prove the principal result of this section. Let
A be a reduced SCHAwhich is free in each dimension, and let I be the augmentation ideal of A. Define
Hq (A)

(6.10)

q=0

(Q
(II)

and let v: Hq(A) l
Wq-i(I/12)be 0 for q = 0 and the identity for q > 0.
Define a comultiplication A on H*(A) by requiring the diagram
H,(A)

-

> nwl(I/I2)

a

(6.11)

oHi(A) 0 Hn-i(A)i-

w=t1
7_w4I/I2)

0

(

I/I2)

nw2(I/I)

to be commutative where (as usual because a is of degree - 1)(u 0 u)(u 0 v)
UV) if p = deg u, where m is induced by the isomorphism
(- 1)P(au
0
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I/I2 0 1/12
12/13 (since A is free in each dimension) given by multiplication,
and where a is the boundary operator for the exact sequence 0 I12/13 I/3
0. It will be shown that A is coassociative and cocommutative in the
I/I2
proof of the following.
-

THEOREM6.12. The functor A F-+ H*(A) just defined on the full subcategory of (SCHA) consisting of dimension-wise free A extends uniquely up
to canonical isomorphism to a functor

H: Ho (SCHA)1

(GC) .

-

Moreover if H: HOQ
(GC) is the extension of the rational homologycoalgebra functor K e H* (K, Q) then there is an isomorphism of functors
82

H

H(LQ)G.

PROOF. We recall that H,(K, Q) = wr*(QK) with the comultiplication
definedto be the composition

0

wr.(QK) -( )w(QK

QK)

-

7w(QK) 0 wr4QK),

)*

where Ax = x ? x for x e K, and where k is the (KUnneth) isomorphisminduced
by the 0 operation. By (6.3) we have a canonical isomorphism
H.(K, Q)

wr
n(QK)

:

wn-(I/I2)--*

Hn(QGK)

for n > 0.

By (6.5) and (6.11) we therefore have a canonical isomorphismof functors
from52 to (GC)

H*(Kg Q) -_H*(QGK) .
This formula shows that H*(A) is cocommutative and coassociative if A is of
the form QGK for some K. However given a dimension-wise free SCHAB,
there is an adjunction map Ap:A
B, where A = QGW'oB, which by (3.4)
induces an isomorphismfor the functor O and hence also for P by (3.2). Thus
by (6.9), grl9 is a weak equivalence so H*(A)
H*(B) as graded coalgebras. Thus H*(B) is an object of (GC) for any reduced dimension-wise
free SCHA B.
H: Ho (SCHA)1 (GC) is unique up to canonical isomorphism because for
any B e Ob (SCHA), we must have
-

H(-/B) -_H(-1QGW@oB) -_H*(QGWWoB) -_H*(W@oB9Q).
However by the universal property of
defineH. It is then clear that

a

we can use these isomorphismsto

- H*(WoQRGK, Q) - H*(K, Q) = H(IK),
and hence by (2.2) that H(LQ)G - H, proving the theorem.
H(LQ)G(-K)

= H(-QRGK)
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PROPOSITION6.13. There is a canonical isomorphism of functors from
(DGC)2to (GC)
H*(C ) -- H*( UN*C

) .

PROOF. If in is a free reduced DGL we may define a graded coalgebra
H*(m) by imitating the definitionof H*(A), namely Hq(M) - Hqi(grl Ug(m))
with A induced by
a: Hq(gr, Ug(m))

Hq(gr2 Ug(m-))

via a diagram of the form (6.11). Similarly if g is a free reduced SLA we may
w
define Hq(g) 1ql(gri
U(g)), etc. It is clear that there is a canonical coalgebra
isomorphism

H*(g) - H*( U'g))

(6.14)

Let f': Ug(m)NU(N*m)
be the obvious extension of i: m NN*m and
filterNU(Nm) by N applied to the powers of the augmentation ideal. Then
,G'is a map of filteredDG algebras. Moreover as in the proof of (4.6) one sees
that grG' is a weak equivalence. Therefore gr, f' induces a coalgebra isomorphism
(6.15)

H*(rm)

Finally let C G (DGc),, let z: C
(B, 6.1) so that

-

H*(N*mi) .

C be the canonical twisting function,
)A = O.

dz + zd + m(z-

(6.16)

where m denotes multiplication in U(2C). It is an easy consequence of this
formula and the multiplicative isomorphism U(2C) - T(&WO)that z induces
as isomorphism
H.(C

)

>H,-,(gri

Ug(2C

))

-- H,,(2C

)

Moreover comparing (6.16) and the diagram (6.11) which has been used to
define A on Hj(2C), one sees z-induces a canonical coalgebra isomorphism
(6.17)

H* (C)

-- H* (2C)

Combining (6.14), (6.15), and (6.17) the proposition is proved.
The part of Theorem I about homology coalgebras can now be proved.
The isomorphism
H*(X, Q)

=

H*(Sing X, Q) - H*(E2 Sing X, Q)

shows that the H functors on HoQ ~T2and HoQ 52 are isomorphic with respect
to the equivalences of Figure 2. Theorem 6.12 shows that the H functors on
HoQ 82 and Ho (SCHA),are isomorphic, while (6.13) shows that the H functors
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on Ho (SCHA)1 and Ho (DGC)2 are isomorphic. Thus the H functors on HoQ ~T2
and Ho (DGC)2 are isomorphic (in fact canonically isomorphic). The proof of
Theorem I is now complete.
PART II.
The purpose of this part is to improve the equivalence of categories of
Theorem I to an equivalence of homotopytheories. We use the axiomatization
of homotopytheory presented in [21], which will be denoted [HA] in the following. A review of the basic definitionsand theorems of [HA] is given in ? 1.
Theorem II is proved in ?? 2-5. Some applications are presented in ? 6.
All diagrams are commutative unless otherwise stated.
1. Closed model categories and statement of Theorem II
We begin by reviewing some of the definitionsand theorems of [HA, Ch. I].
Definition. A closed model category is a category C endowed with three
distinguished families of maps called cofibrations,fibrations,and weak equivalences satisfying the axioms CM1-CM5 below.
CM1. C is closed under finiteprojective and inductive limits.
CM2. If f and g are maps such that gf is defined,then if two of f,g, and
gf are weak equivalences, so is the third.
Recall that the maps in C form the objects of a category (iC having
commutative squares for morphisms. We say that a map f in C is a retract
of g if there are morphisms p: f-+ g and A: g ) f in (iC such that Aq = idf.
CM3. If f is a retract of g and g is a fibration,cofibration,or weak equivalence, so is f.
A map which is both a fibration(resp. cofibration)and weak equivalence
will be called a trivial fibration (resp. trivial cofibration).
CM4. (Lifting). Given a solid arrow diagram
A

(*)

i{

B-

)X
7^

{P

yY

the dotted arrow exists in either of the following situations:
( i ) i is a cofibrationand p is a trivial fibration,
(ii) i is a trivial cofibrationand p is a fibration.
CM5. (Factorization). Any map f may be factored in two ways
( i ) f = pi where i is a cofibrationand p is a trivial fibration,
(ii) f = pi where i is a trivial cofibrationand p is a fibration.
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We say that a map i: A m B in a category has the left lifting property
Y and p is said to have the right
(LLP) with respect to another map p: X
the dotted arrow exists in any
i
if
lifting property (RLP) with respect to
diagram of the form (*).
Suppose now that C is a closed model category.
-

The cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) are precisely those maps having the LLP with respect to all trivial fibrations (resp.
fibrations.) The Jibrations (resp. trivial jibrations) are precisely those maps
having the RLP with respect to all trivial cofibrations (resp. cofibrations).
PROPOSITION 1.1.

CM4 says that a cofibration has the LLP with respect to any
trivial fibration. Conversely if f has the LLP with respect to all trivial fibrations, and if f = pi is as in CM5(i), then f has the LLP with respect to p, so f
is a retract of i and therefore f is a cofibrationby CM3. The other possibilities are similar, q.e.d.
PROOF.

COROLLARY 1.2. The class offibrations (resp. trivialfibrations) is closed

under composition and base change and contains all isomorphisms. The
class of cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) is closed under composition
and cobase change and contains all isomorphisms.
An object X of C is called cofibrant if the map 9q X (q = initial object
e (e = final object)
of C which exists by CM1) is a cofibrationand fibrant if X
is a fibration. If A V A, in,: A
A V A, i = 1,2, is the direct sum of two
copies of A, we definea cylinder object for A to be an object A, together with
A such that a. + a,: A V A) Al is a
maps at: Am AI, i = 0,1, and a: A,
cofibration,a is a weak equivalence and as, = id,, i = 0,1. Here a. + a, denotes
the unique map with (a. + a1)ini = ai-,. If f, g c Hom (A, B), a left homotopy
fromf to g is definedto be a map h: A, I B, where A, is a cyclinderobject for
A, such that ha, = f and ha, = g. f is said to be left homotopic to g if such a
left homotopyexists. When A is cofibrant,"is left homotopic to" is an equivalence relation (Lemma 4, ? 1, loc. cit.) on Hom (A, B). The notions of path
object and right homotopy are defined in a dual manner. If A is cofibrantand
B is fibrant,then the left and right homotopyrelations on Hom (A, B) coincide
and we denote the set of equivalence classes by [A, B]. We let wrC6fdenote the
category whose objects are the objects of C which are both fibrant,and cofibrant
with Homec~f (A, B) = [A, B], and with composition induced from that of C.
The homotopycategory Ho C of a closed model category C is definedto be
the localization of C with respect to the class of weak equivalences. The
canonical functor a: C e Ho C induces a functor aZ: rCcf-p Ho C, and we have
the following result (Theorem 1, ? 1 and Prop. 1, ? 5 loc. cit.).
-

-
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THEOREM1.3. (a)
( b) a7:TrCcf Ho

Ho

e

exists.

6 is an equivalenceof categories.
( c ) If A is cofibrantand B is fibrant,then
a: [A, B]

HomHOC

-

(TiA, 7B) .

(d) a(f) is an isomorphismif and only if f is a weak equivalence.

If the closed model category 6 is pointed, i.e., initial object - finalobject,
then in ?? 2-3 loc. cit., we constructed loop and suspension functors and
families of fibration and cofibration sequences in the category Ho 6. Such
extra structure on the homotopy category is part of the homotopy theory of
C. For the purposes of the present paper we shall define the homotopy theory
of C to be the category Ho 6 together with the extra structure of loop and
suspension functors and the families of fibrationsand cofibrationsequences.
Then we have the following criterion for an equivalence of homotopytheories

(? 4, loc. cit.).

THEOREM1.4. Let C, and

62

be closedmodelcategoriesand let
el

F
G

C2

be a pair of adjoint functors(upper arrow always the leftadjoint functor)
such that
( i ) F carries cofibrationsin C, into cofibrationsin 62 and G carries
fibrationsin 62 into fibrationsin 6C
(ii) If f: A B is a weak equivalencein C, and A and B are cofibrant,
thenF(f) is a weak equivalencein 62.
(iii) If g: X-) Y is a weak equivalence in 62 and X and Y are fibrant,
thenG(g) is a weak equivalencein 62.
-

(iv) If A is a cofibrant object in C, and X is a fibrant object in

a map f: A
map

fb:

FA

C2,

then

GX is a weak equivalenceif and only if thecorresponding

X is a weak equivalence.

Then thederivedfunctors(I, ? 2, 2.3),
LF
Ho C, < ' Ho 62
RG

are equivalencesof categories. Moreoverif C, and 62 are pointed,thenthis
equivalencepreservesthe loop and suspensionfunctorsand the families of
fibrationand cofibrationsequences.
THEOREM II.

On each of the categories

'52

(SGP)1,

(SCHA)1,

(SLA)1,

(DGL)1,

and (DGC)2it is possibleto defineclosed modelcategorystructuresin such a
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way that
(a)
I, ? 2,

the families of weak equivalences are precisely as defined in Part

( b ) the adjoint functors in Figure 1, Part I, ? 2, satisfy the conditions
of 1.4. Therefore the functors of Figure 2 to the right of HoQ 52 are equivalences of homotopytheories.
This will be proved in ?? 2-5. The precise definitionsof cofibrations,etc.
for each of the categories will be given as they are treated; let us point out
here that they are the natural ones.
It is unfortunate that the category ~T2of simply-connected spaces does
not satisfy the axioms for the trivial reason that it is not closed under finite
limits. However with suitable definitions the remaining axioms hold. This
will be discussed in ? 6.
2. Serre theory for simplicial sets
Let S be a multiplicative system in Z. An abelian group A will be called
S-divisible, S-torsion, S-torsion-free, or S-uniquely-divisible if the canonical
map A +SK-'A is surjective, zero, infective,or bijective, respectively. In this
section we construct a closed model category consisting of simplicial sets
whose associated homotopy theory will be Serre mod C theory [27] where e is
the class of S-torsion abelian groups.
Let 5 be the category of simplicial sets. It is a closed model category
[HA, Ch. II, ? 3] where the cofibrationsare the maps which are infective (in
each dimension), where the fibrationsare the fibermaps in the sense of Kan,
and where the weak equivalences are the maps which are carried into homotopy equivalences by the geometric realization functor. The same is true for
the category 30 of pointed simplicial sets. If X is a pointed simplicial set, we
define its qth homotopy group (set if q = 0) WqXto be the qth homotopy group
of its geometric realization or equivalently (see [13]) the Kan homotopy group
Y.
7q Y where Y is a Kan complex and there is a weak equivalence X
sets
of
the
theories
of
and
the
simplicial
homotopy
spaces
Using
equivalence
[19], [13], we have the following result of Serre.
-

Y be a map of 1-connectedpointed simplicial sets. The following are equivalent:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f: X
(i )

S-"r*f:

-

S-"r*x

( ii ) S-'H*f:

S-'H*X

(iii) f*: H*(Y, A)
groups A.

-

-

S -11

Y

S-'H* Y
H*(X, A) for all S-uniquely-divisible abelian
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A map satisfying these conditions will be called an S-equivalence. Let r
be an integer > 1. A simplica.lset X will be called r-reduced if its (r - l)skeleton is reduced to a point. Let 5. be the full subcategory of 5 consisting
of the r-reduced simplicial sets.
Suppose r, S given, and that S = {1} if r = 1. Let S(r, S) be the following
candidate for a closed model category: S(r, S) is the category 5, and its weak
equivalences and cofibrationsare the S-equivalences and infectivemaps in Ar.
The fibrations in S(r, S) are (as they must by 1.1) those maps in 5r with the
RLP with respect to the injective S-equivalences in
Art

THEOREM2.2. 5(r, S) is a closed model category.
PROOF. The axioms CM1, CM2, CM3, and CM4 (ii) are clear. To prove
and let X
Y be a map in
Z P. Y be a factorizaCM5 (i), let f: X
in
i
a
cofibration
is
and
is
a
of
5
where
tion f
trivial fibration. Give Z the
p
basepoint i(x,) where x. is the basepoint of X, let ErZ be the Eilenberg subcomplex of Z consisting of those simplices of Z with their (r - l)-skeleton at
P
) ErZ
Y be the maps induced by i and p. It
the basepoint, and let X
is clear that i' is a cofibrationin 5(r, S). It is also easily seen that p' has the
RLP with respect to A(q) -> dA(q)q > 0, hence p' is a map in 5. which is a
trivial fibrationin 5 and a fortiori in 5(r, S), proving CM5 (i). Notice also
that if f is a trivial fibrationin 5(r, S), then applying CM2 to f = p'i' we find
that i' is an S-equivalence, whence i' has the LLP with respect to f, f is a
retract of p', and so f is a trivial fibrationin S. Hence f has the RLP with
respect to cofibrations,which is CM4 (i). We have thus proved CM4 and CM5 (i)
as well as the following.
S

2.3. The trivial fibrations in 5(r, S) are precisely those
which are trivial fibrations in S5.

PROPOSITION

maps in

5r

The proof of CM5 (ii) is in two steps the firstof which is the case where
S'-1Wrf is surjective. This uses the theory of minimal fibrations[3].
PROPOSITION

2.4. The following conditions are equivalent for map f in

(i ) f is a fibration in 5(r, S) and S-'zwf is surjective
(ii) f is a fibration in 5 and z* Ker f is S-uniquely-divisible (Ker f
fiber of f).
PROOF. (ii)
(i). First note that zrf is surjective because of the exact
homotopy sequence for f and the fact that Kerf is r-reduced. If S = {1}, the
result is clear, so we may assume r > 2. By the theoryof minimalfibrations,
f may be factored, f = pq, where q is a trivial fibration and p: X o Y is a
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minimal fibration. p in turn may be factored into its Postnikov system
>~

***

~Xn

Xn-1

...

Xr_1 =Y

-

X=

lim, X,

where Pinis a minimal fibrationwith fiberK(A, n), A = wInKer p
Let
K(A, n + 1)
p(A, n): L(A, n) -

w,nKer f.

be the fibrationwhich represents the following morphismof functors on 3:
Cn(X, A) =

Z+'(X,

A)

normalized n-cochains on Xl
f
iwith values in A

Icoboundary

fnormalized n-cocycles on Xl
Jwith values in A

Then if Z is 1-connected, we have
Hn(Z, A) = [Z, K(A, n + 1)]
(1)

~

fisomorphismclasses of minimal
'fibrations with base Z and fiberK(A, n)

9

where the last isomorphismis given by sending a map u to the induced fibration u*q(A, n). It is clear that each Xn,is r-reduced hence 1-connected since
r > 2, and hence pi, is induced from 9(A, n) where A is S-uniquely-divisible.
To show that f has the RLP with respect to trivial fibrationsin S(r, S), it
V is an injective S-equivsufficesto show that p(A, n) does. But if h: U
C*(U, A) is a surjective weak equivalence of cochain
alence, h*: C*(V, A)
complexes, hence
-

C"(V, A)

-

C (UA)

Xzn+l(U,A)Z +'(V, A)

is surjective, and so p(A, n) has the RLP with respect to h by the definition
of p. This proves (i). To finishthe proof of 2.4 we need
LEMMA 2.5. If f is a map in Sr such that S-17rrfis surjective, then f =
pi where i is a trivial cofibration in S(r, S) and where p satisfies (ii) of 2.4.
PROOF OF LEMMA. It suffices to factor f = pi in 'Sr where i is an Sequivalence and p satisfies (ii), for then if we write i = qj using CM5 (i), j is
a trivial cofibration in S(r, S) by CM2 and so f = (pq)j is the factorization
required for the lemma.
Y is a miniFactor f = pi in S where i is a weak equivalence and p: X
so WrF= 0
w
is
=
surjective
{1}
then
If
7CrP
S
mal fibrationwith fiberF.
Irrf
for q < r. As p is minimal, F is r-reduced and so X, which is a twisted cartesian product of Y and F, is r-reduced. Then f = pi is a factorization of f in
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3r where i is a weak equivalence and p satisfies (ii), and we are done. If S
{1}, then r > 2 and we construct by induction a ladder diagram
-

(2)

Xn

-

> WnI

X'_1

Xn-1

ijn

s

jin-1

jr-1

> Wn-1

* -

*

Wr-1

where the firstrow is the Postnikov system of p, where jn is an S-equivalence,
and where qn is a minimal fibrationwith fiberK(S-'17rF, n). For n = r -1,
we have exact sequences
..

-*

0-

w
7rrX

>r7 _X7r_
WqXr1

>rwY

r
rpr-1
7rqpr -1

>
-

w7y
7Cq

7rlF

-

7r_1F--

-

>0

0

Y

q > r .

By hypothesis S'w7rp - S'w7rf is surjective so Pr-, is an S-equivalence and
we may take Wr- = Y, qr-1 = id,, and jr- = Pr-1. Assuming W., has been
obtained, let A = wr"F,let u: Xn_K(A, n + 1) be a classifying map for pn
K(S-1A, n + 1) be induced by
(i.e., pn u*9(A, n)), and let p: K(A, n + 1)
S-1A. By the induction hypothesis jn-1 is
the coefficienthomomorphismA
an S-equivalence so by (1) with Z = Wnj and A replaced by S-1A, there is a
map v: Wn_ K(S'-A, n + 1) such that vj,_1 is homotopic to pu. Let
qn:Wn Wn-j be the pull-back v*9(S-lA, n). Then
-

-

jn*-jqn= (vjni-)*p(S-lA, n)

-

(pu)*9(S-lA,

n)

hence there is a map jn of fibrations
K(A, n) - P. K(S-1A,

Xn

_in

Wn
qn

Pn

Xn-

n)

-r-1I

Wn_1

The homotopy exact sequence and five lemma show that jn is an S-equivalence, which completes the inductive construction of (2).
and q = lim qr-1
Let W= lim Wn,j= lim jn:X-W,
qn: W-Y.
It is clear that q is a map in 'Sr satisfying (ii); j is a map from the fibrationp
to the fibrationq which induces S-equivalences on the base and fibers. Hence
j is an S-equivalence. Thus f = q(ji) is the factorization of f required to
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finishthe proof of the lemma.
(ii). If f satisfies (i), write f = pi as in the lemma. Then i has the
(i)
LLP with respect to f by the definitionof fibration,so f is a retract of p and
f satisfies (ii). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4.
COROLLARY2.6. The fibrant objects of S(r, S) are the r-reduced Kan
cornplexeswhose homotopygroups are S-uniquely-divisible.
LEMMA 2.7. Iff is a map in Sr thenf = jg wherej is an injective
fibration in S(r, S) and where S-'wrg is surjective.
PROOF. We only treat the case r > 2; the case r = 1 requires only minor
modifications. The Hurewicz theorem asserts that w1.X-k
HrX for any rreduced simplicial set, hence
K(A, r)) - Homab(7rX, A)
Hom 35r(X,

(3)

Y in Srlet f

Given a map f: X
diagram

j,(f)f; be the factorization given by the

X

r)
K(Im S1ierrf,
(4)

f

{P

j1(f)

\;

Y-K(S-1

~ ~~aI

rrY, r)

where the square is Cartesian and where a,,S, and p correspond under the
bijection (3) to the obvious maps r.Ye S- 'r Y, rrX -Im S-'w7rf and
Im S -lr JaS'-1r Y respectively. For U in Sr we have

Hom 3r(UsK(A, r)) = Zr(U, A)

Hr( U A),

from which one sees that p has the RLP with respect to any weak equivalence
in S(r, S) in addition to being injective. Moreover if i1(f) is an isomorphism,
then we have a diagram
S -rwY'
Im S'-17rf
-Y
1e
S-7rw Y

id

S

1

7lr Y

which shows that S-'rrf is surjective. Now define by transfiniteinduction
a factorization f = ja,(f)fa for each ordinal number a by
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Ja+,(f)
fa+i

=
=

i(f)ji(f)
(fa)'

jf(f
J()) = lim-inv<
lmiv< sjrfi
:ia~f) )
ffi= lim-invf<ifa

if 8 is a limit ordinal

Clearly jr(f) is an injective fibrationin S(r, S) for each a, and since the subobjects of Y form a set, we have jl(fa) is an isomorphismfor a sufficiently
large, so Im S'W7rfa is surjective. This proves the lemma.
To prove axiom CM5 (ii), let f be a map in Sr, write f = jg as in Lemma
2.7 and write g = pi as in Lemma 2.5. By Proposition 2.4, p is a fibrationand
so f = (jp)i is a factorization of f as required by CM5 (ii). This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.2.
2.8. The homotopycategory Ho 5(r, S) is equivalent to the
category whose objects are those r-reduced Kan complexes with S-uniquelydivisible homotopygroups and whose morphisms are simplicial homotopy
classes of simplicial set maps.
PROPOSITION

PROOF. Every object of S(r, S) is cofibrant, hence the cofibrant and
fibrant objects of 5(r, S) are the r-reduced Kan complexes with S-uniquelydivisible homotopygroups. If Y is an r-reduced Kan complex, let YA1' be
the "path-space" complex of Y, let je: Y1 -1 Y e = 0,1, be the endpoint maps,
Then
and let s: YeY-'1* be the map induced by the unique map A(1)A(0).
s is a trivial cofibrationand (j,,j,): yA1
Y x Y is a fibration. As y'() is
y(1 is a weak
an (r - 1)-connected Kan complex, the inclusion Er YA'1)
equivalence. Hence the map s: Y e Er y"1) is a weak equivalence. Clearly

>Y x Y
( joyj,): Er Yull)
is a fibrationin 'Sir so ErY"l togetherwith s, jo,j, is a path object Y, for Y
in Sr* It followsthat two simpliciallyhomotopicmaps fromany X to Y in 3r
are right homotopic. But it is a general fact for a closed model category that
if f and g are two maps from a cofibrantobject X to a fibrantobject Y and
if Y' is a path object for Y, then f and g are left (or right, it makes no difference) homotopicif and only if there is an h: X ) Y' with joh = f and j1h = g
[HA, I, 1, Lemma 5 (ii)]. Consequently [X, Y] = simplicial homotopyclasses of
maps fromX to Y if Y is fibrantin 5(r, S). The proposition follows from1.3
(b).
Remark 2.9. The category 5(1, {1}) is an example of a closed model category in which it is not true that the base extension of a weak equivalence by
a fibrationis a weak equivalence. For example, let K be the reduced simplicial set which is the following quotient of A(2)
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all vertices
identified

C \b

a/

a

and let f: K
K(Z, 1) be given by the normalized 1-cocycle f(a) = 1 and
=
If
L
is
the subcomplex isomorphicto a(1)/&(1) generated by b, then
f(b) 0.
the following square is cartesian
L

0

f
1A

K-f

1P

K(Z, 1).

Moreover f is a weak equivalence, p is a fibration, and f' is not a weak
equivalence.
Remark 2.10. Proposition 2.4 shows that the fibrationsin 5(r, S) which
are surjective look pretty much like fibrationsought to. On the other hand
there are fibrations such as the inclusion * ,-* K in 5(1, {1}) of Remark 2.9
which do not resemble ordinary fibrations at all. The following proposition
shows that fibrationsf: X
Y in S(r, S) when Y is a Kan complex are more
reasonable.
PROPOSITION

2.11. Let f: X

Y be a map in Sr.

Then f is a fibration

in S(r, S) and Y is a Kan complex if and only if f has the following properties:
( i ) r*(Kerf) is S-uniquely-divisible
( ii) Coker wrf is S-torsion-free
(iii) f: X ) fX is a fibration in 5
(iv) Y o K (Coker wrrf,r) is a fibration in 5 with fiber fX.
PROOF. Suppose f satisfies (i)-(iv). By (iv) Y is a Kan complex. By 2.4,
fX is a fibrationin S(r, S). Let A = Coker wrrf.
(i) and (iii) imply that X
Then there is a diagram
fX
Y

>

*

-,

> K(A, r)-

*
K(S -'A, r)

in which the firstsquare is cartesian by (iv) and the second is cartesian by
(ii). As the last vertical map is a fibrationin 3(r, S), so is fX
Y, hence also
f by composition.
Suppose f is a fibrationin S(r, S) where Y is a Kan complex. Let B be
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the quotient of Coker wrfby its S-torsion subgroup. As Y is a Kan complex
the canonical map Y oK(Wr Y,r) is a fibration in 5, and hence so is the
composite map Y e K(rr Y, r) ) K(B, r) which we will denote by u. Let
j: Z
Y be the inclusion of the fiberof u, and let g: X ) Z be the unique
map with jg = f. As f is a fibration in S(r, S) and j is infective, one sees
easily that g is also a fibrationin $(r, S). By definitionof B and U, S-'7rg is
surjective, so by 2.4, g is a fibrationin S. Thus g is surjective, so fX = Z =
Ker u and g = the map f: X -fX, proving (iii). Also wr(Ker f) = wr(Ker g)
is S-uniquely-divisible, proving (i). Finally wrX maps into WrfX which in turn
maps onto Ker {7ru: Wrr
Y-e A}, showing that A = Coker Wrf and proving(ii)
as well as (iv). Thus the proof of the proposition is complete.
-

When S = {1} there is a simpler characterization of fibrationsin Sir with
a Kan complex for the base. By V(n, k) denote the subcomplex of the standard
n-simplex a(n) which is the union of all the faces but the kth;recall that a
map in S is a fibrationif and only if it has the RLP with respect to the inclusion map V(n, k)
A(n) for 0 < k < n > 0.
-

Condition (ii) of the following is therefore a reasonable criterion for a
fibrationin 5r; however the Example 2.9 can be used to show that the hypothesis that Y is a Kan complex is essential.
PROPOSITION2.12. Let f: X-) Y be a map in
plex. The following conditions are equivalent.

Sr

where Y is a Kan com-

( i ) f is a fibrationin Sr,
(ii)

f has the RLP with respect to the inclusion V(n, k)

k < n > r,
(iii) the canonical map X
PROOF.

(iii)

7

A(n) for 0 <

Y x K(rlY,r) K(7rrX,r) is a fibration in S.

f is the composition

(i).

0 BY X

X

K(zrryr)

K(7rXy r)

Pi

Y.@

The firstmap is a fibrationin 'Sr by (iii) using 2.4, while the second is a base
extension of K(WrrX,r) - K(Wr Y, r) which is also a fibrationin .r. Thus f is
a fibrationin Sure
(i)
(ii). If K is a simplicial set, let K(r) be the r-reduced simplicial set
obtained by shrinkingthe (r - l)-skeleton of K to a point. Clearly if L e Ob Sir
(K(r), L) - Hom, (K, L),
Hobm3r

so to prove (ii) we must show that f has the RLP with respect to the map

V(n, k)(r)A(-n)(r).

But forr > n, this map is a weak equivalencesincethen

V(n,k) contains the (r

-

1)-skeleton of a(n).

Thus this map is a trivial co-
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fibrationin Si and f has the RLP with respectto it.
(ii)

(iii). First note that X is a Kan complex. In effect given
a: V(n, k) X, if n < r, then a is the "zero" map hence a extends to a(n)
trivially; if n > r, then as Y is a Kan complex we may extend fa to ,8: a(n) )
X, and then use (ii) to obtain an extension a(n) A X of a. Let sx: X
K(rrX,r) be the canonical map; to prove (iii) we must construct the dotted
arrow y in any diagram of the form
=

-

X

V(n, k)
(2.13)

(f ex)

i

A(n)

(,Z)

Y x K(.rYr) K(7rrX, r)

O=O. If n>r, wecanby(ii) choose
forO< k<n>O.
If n<r, wemaytake
y so that vi = a and f-i = S. We assert that Age = z. In effectsx- and z are
two maps A(n)
K(rrX, r) hence may be identifiedwith r-cocycles of A(n)
with values in WrX. These cocycles coincide on V(n, k), hence must be equal;
for n > r + 1 this is trivial since then V(n, k) contains A(n) (r), but even for
n = r + 1 it is true, because these cocycles coincide on all but one of the faces
of A(n), and thereforeon all by the cocycle formula.
If n = r, then the map a is necessarily zero, and the map (8, z) is equivalent to an r-simplex y in Y and an element c of wr.X such that (wrf)(c) is the
homotopyclass of y. As X is a Kan complex c is represented an element x of
Xr; then fx and y represent the same element of wr Y, so there exists an element ze Yr1 with doz= y, dlz = fx, and djz = * for 1 < j _ r + 1. Let
d: A(r + 1) ) Y be the map which sends the canonical r + 1 simplex Ur+l
to z, and let A: V(r + 1, 0) ) X be given by (dla) = x, 7(d a) = * for
1 < j < r + 1. fA2 e restricted to V(r + 1, 0), so by hypothesis (ii) there is
a map C: A(r + 1)
X compatible with $ and A. Thus letting x' =doC(ar+),
y and x' represents c. Therefore we obtain the desired
we have that fx'
y
dotted arrow in (2.13) by letting -ybe the map sending the canonical simplex
to x'. The proof of the propositionis therefore complete.
-

3. Serre theory for simplicial groups
If G is a simplicial group, let N*G and r*G be the normalized complex
and homotopy groups of G in the sense of Moore. The category 9 of simplicial groups is a closed model category, where the weak equivalences are
the maps inducing isomorphisms on homotopygroups, where the fibrations
are the maps f for which Njf is surjective for q > 0, and where the cofibra-
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tions are the maps which are retracts of free simplicial group maps [HA, Ch.
II, ? 3].
Let
G

be the pair of adjoint functorsdefinedby Kan [12]. Then G preserves cofibrations, W preserves fibrations,both G and W preserve weak equivalences, and
H are weak equivalences.
WGX, G WH
both adjunction morphismsX
It follows from 1.4 that the homotopy theories of 5, and 9 are equivalent.
A simplicial group is said to be connected if wrG= 0. A map f: G -SH of
connected simplicial groups will be called an S-equivalence if S- 'rwf is an isomorphism. Let 9, be the full subcategory of 9 consisting of the r-reduced
simplicial groups (i.e., reduced to the identity in dimensions <Kr), and let
9(r, S) r > 0 be the following candidate for a closed model category: the catewith cofibrationsand weak equivalences defined to be those maps in
gory
O. which are cofibrationsand S-equivalences respectively in 9, and with fibrations defined to be those maps in gr with the RLP with respect to the maps
which are both cofibrationsand weak equivalences in 9(r, S).
-

-

gr

THEOREM

3.1. 9(r, S) is a closed model category. The adjoint func-

tors
S(r + 1, S)<

G

(r, S)

_

establish an equivalence of the associated homotopytheories.
The proof of the theorem uses the following proposition whose proof is
deferred to the end of this section.
PROPOSITION3.2. Let
H COG
{f.,

{f'

be a co-cartesian square in 9 where either i or f is a cofibration. If f is a
weak equivalence, so is f'. If f is an S-equivalence and G is connected, then
f' is an S-equivalence.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. The axioms CM1, CM2, CM3, and CM4 (ii) are
clear. To prove CM4 (i), firstnote that if H is a simplicial group then the
ad junction map GWH
H is surjective. This is because of the diagram
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(WH)q -

*Hq_

1,//

(G WH)q-1
where z and z' are the canonical twisting functions, and the fact that z is
the projection, (WH)q = H. x ... x Hq01 Hq,-. Any surjective map in 9
is a fibration,hence G WH- H is a trivial fibrationin g. Now given f: G .H
in 9, let WG
>) X
> WH be a cofibration-trivialfibrationfactorization
-

of Wf in S(r + 1, S). Then u is injective and v is a surjective weak equivalence, so we obtain a diagram

GWG

cof.

w. eq.

G

GX

surj. w. eq.
{suri. w. eq.

{i'

cof.
0

Z

_

-

P

H

H

where Z is defined so the first square is co-cartesian. By 3.2, ' is a weak
equivalence, so p is also. Thus we have shown that f = pi in Or, where i is
a cofibration and p is a trivial fibrationin 9 and a fortiori in 9(r, S), proving CM5 (i). But if f is a trivial fibrationin 9(r, S), then writing f = pi as
above we have that i is a trivial cofibrationin 9(r, S) by CM2, whence i has
the LLP with respect to f and f is a retract of p. This proves that f has the
RLP with respect to the cofibrations in 9(r, S), which is CM4 (i), as well as
the following
PROPOSITION 3.3. The trivial fibrations in 9(r, S) are those maps in 9,
which are surjective weak equivalences.
It remains to prove CM5 (ii).
PROPOSITION 3.4.
in

The following assertions are equivalent for a map f

Or

( i ) f is a fibration in 9(r, S),
(ii) NJf is surjective for q > r, wc*Kerf is S-uniquely-divisible and
Coker 7rufis S-torsion-free.
LEMMA 3.5. Any map f in 9r may be fadtored f = pi where i is a trivial

cofibration in 9(r, S) and where p satisfies condition (ii) of 3.4.
PROOF OF 3.5. Let f: H

G and suppose firstthat S -'wrf is surjective.
Let WH
K v WG be a trivial cofibration-fibration
factorization of Wf
in 5(r + 1, S). Then u is an injective S-equivalence and v is a fibration in $
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whose fiber has S-uniquely-divisible homotopy groups (2.4). We claim that
Gv is surjective and r* Ker Gv is S-uniquely-divisible. The surjectivity is
clear since v is a fibration,and the rest follows by applying the fivelemma to
the map of fibrations
v
) WG
Kervv
K
WGv

WGK
WGWG
to show that WrqKer Gv = rq+?(W Ker Gv) _ Wrq+?Ker v. Thus if we form the
WKerGv

-

diagram

GWH

cof

GWG

GKGv

{w. eq.

{surj.

-

H

--Z

P

w. eq.

> G

so that the firstsquare is co-cartesian, ' is a weak equivalence by 3.2, p is surjective, and r* Ker p 7r*Ker Gv is S-uniquely-divisible. Also i is an S-equivalence and a cofibration,so f = pi is the factorization required in the lemma.
In case S-'rwf is not surjective, let A be the subgroup of wrGconsisting
of those elements a for which sa e Im wirffor some s e S and formthe diagram
H
g

a'
(1)

K(A, r)

f\

G

3K(7r~,

r)

where the square is cartesian and a and f8 are the obvious maps. As a is
surjective and wrKer a= 0, the same is true for a', so the homotopy exact
sequences of a and a' yield that w7rG' A, and that S-'rrg is surjective.
We may then factor g = pi as above. We note that Nqj is an isomorphism
for q > r and that Nqp is surjective for all q since p is. Thus p' = jp has Nqp'
surjective for q > r and r* Ker p' = w,*Ker p is S-uniquely-divisible and
Coker rrP'= Coker 7cri= (WCrG)/A
is S-torsion-free.Thus f = p'i is the factorization of f required in the lemma.
PROOF OF 3.4. (i)
(ii). Let f be a fibrationin 9(r, S) and write f = pi
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as in 3.5. Then i has the LLP with respect to f, so f is a retract of p and so
f satisfies (ii).
(ii) (i). Let f = jg be the factorization of f given by diagram (1). Then
=
A Im Wrrf, since Coker rwf is S-torsion-free, so wrg is surjective. Also
Nqg
(Nqj)(Nqg) = Nqf is surjective for q > r, which together with the

impliesthat Ng is surjective. Consequentlyg is surjecsurjectivityof w7lg
w Kerf S-uniquely-divisible, so Wg is a surjective fibrative with w*Ker g 7,,
tion in $ with w* Ker Wg S-uniquely-divisible, and so Wg is a fibration in
$(r + 1, S) by 2.4. W carries the Cartesian square in (1) into the firstsquare
in the diagram

K(A, r + 1)

> K(S-1A, r + 1)

) K(7WrG,
r + 1)

> K(S-'WrG, r + 1)

WG' WG

and the second square is also Cartesian since (7rG)/A is S-torsion-free. We
have seen that the map labelled u is a fibrationin $(r + 1, S), hence Wj is
also. Therefore Wf = ( Wj)(Wg) is a fibrationin $(r + 1, S), and so f has
L is an injective SGL where K
the RLP with respect to any map GK
G be a trivial cofibrationin 9(r, S) and conequivalence in 5,+,. Let i: H
sider the diagram
-

GWH-H

H

i

GWG

4

G

\
Iq
G

where q is a weak equivalence by 3.2, hence q" is a trivial fibrationsince q'
is; thus i has the LLP with respect to q" and i is a retract i". But we have
just seen that i' has the LLP with respect to f, hence so does i" and i. Thus
f is a fibrationin 9(r, S) and the proof of Proposition 3.4 is complete.
Combining 3.4 and 3.5 we findthat 0(r, S) satisfies CM5 (ii) which completes the proof that it is a closed model category. That G and W induce an
equivalence between the homotopy theories of 9(r, S) and 9(r + 1, S) follows
in a straightforward manner from 1.4. Thus Theorem 3.1 is proved.
PROPOSITION3.6. The fibrant objects of 9(r, S) are those r-reduced
simplicial groups whose homotopy groups are S-uniquely-divisible. The
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cofibrant objects are the r-reduced simplicial groups which are free.
Ho 9(r, S) is equivalent to the category whose objects are r-reduced
free simplicial groups with uniquely S-divisible homotopy groups and
whose morphisms are simplicial homotopy classes of maps of simplicial
groups.
PROOF. The firststatement results from 3.4, while the second results
from the fact that any simplicial subgroup of a free simplicial group is free.
The last statement is proved as 2.8 was.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of 3.2 and some related
results.
If G is a simplicial group and M is a simplicial G module, we let Hq(G, M)
be the (group) homologyof G with values in M [HA, Ch. II, ? 6].
There are canonical isomorphisms
Hq(GI M) _Wq(Z

0G P)

-r

q(Q 0G M)

where P (resp. Q) is any simplicial G module endowed with a weak equivalence
P- M (resp. Q - Z) which is flat over ZG in each dimension. Here Z denotes
the constant simplicial abelian group which is the integers in each dimension
module and we also denote by A the simwith trivial G action. If A is a w0,G
plicial G module which is A in each dimensionwith G action induced by the w0,G
action in the obvious way, then we may take Q = Z WG and we have

Hq(G,A) = Z7q(ZWG?GA) = Hq(WG, A),
where the last group is the homologyof WG with values in the local coefficient
system coming fromA.
PROPOSITION3.7. A map

f: H- G of simplicial groups is a weak equiv-

alence if and only if r0f:w0oH wG is an isomorphismand
-

H*(f, A): H*(H, A)

->

H*(G, A)

is all that is
is an isomorphismfor all wrGmodulesA (in fact A = Zw0,G
required).
PROOF. f is a weak equivalence if and only if Wf is a weak equivalence
w is an
which by [HA, Ch. II, ? 3, Prop. 4 (vi)] is true if and only if r1Wf 7rf
*(
an
systems
coefficient
all
local
isomorphismfor
isomorphismand H Wf,A) is
A on WG. But there are universal coefficientspectral sequences
= ExtzxOG
(Hq(WG,ZroG), A)
A)
Epq = TorzoG (Hq(WG, ZwroG),

E2

HPq(

WG,A)

Hp+q(WG, A)

which permit us to conclude H*(Wf, A) is an isomorphism for all A if and
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only if H*(Wf, A) is an isomorphism for all A, in fact only for A = Zw0G,
q.e.d.
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a group and let G be the free product of H and
the free group with generators ai, i e I. Let IH and IG be the augmentation
ideals of the group rings ZH and ZG. Then the map

E ZG

0ZHIHx E(ac) + a

@IZG

IG
Eai((

i -1)

+ ax

is an isomorphism of left ZG modules.
M is a
PROOF. Recall that if M is a G module, then a derivation D: G
set map such that D(g1g2)= Dg1 + g1Dg2,and that such derivations correspond
in one-to-one fashion to left ZG module homomorphisms0: IG
M via the
formula Dg = 0(g - 1). Also such derivations D correspond one-to-one to
= id via the formula sg =
M x , G such that pr2is
homomorphisms s: G
(Dg, g), where M x, G is the semi-direct product. Using the latter interpretation and the hypothesis on G, we see that derivations D correspond to
M and elements zi e Mi e I via the formula D' = D IH,
derivations D': H
zi = Dai. Hence
-

-

HomG (IG, M)

Der (G, M)
MI x HomH(IH, M)
HomG(@I ZG &ZG0(Z

IH, M)

which proves the lemma.
is a free left ZG module with basis
The lemma implies that IG/ZG.IH
a1. Changing ai to a-' and applying the canonical anti-automorphismof
ZG we find
COROLLARY 3.9. If H and G are as in 3.8, then IG/IH.ZG is a free right
ZG module with basis A -1, i e I.
PROOF OF 3.2. The case where f is both a cofibration and weak equivalence follows fromthe fact that 9 is a closed model category (1.1). The hard
part is to show that the cobase extension f' of a weak equivalence f by a
cofibrationi is again a weak equivalence. We use the criterion 3.7. The
functor w0: 9 ) (groups) is right exact since it is left adjoint to the constant
simplicial group functor. Thus wxf'is the cobase extension of wxf,and so wjf'
is an isomorphism.
To show that f' induces an isomorphism on homology with twisted co= w0,G'module and choose a free simplicial G (resp. G')
efficients,let A be a w0,G
module P (resp. P') with a trivial fibrationPa A (resp. P'
A). Then P'
A is trivial fibrationof G modules so lifting in
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P

A

P' over A which is a di-homomorphismfor f': G

we obtain a map P
Tensoring

0-

IG/IH.ZG

-

ZG/IH.ZG

Z-

-

G'.

>0

with P and doing similarly with primes, we obtain a map of exact sequences
0-

(2)

N?G

P

(G/IH.ZG) 0G

-

where N

-

=

-

{U2

{U1

o

P

N' 0G' P

(ZG'/IH'

ZG')

Z 0G P

-

0

{U3

0G'

Z 0$:G'P

P

00

IG/IH.ZG and N' is similar. By definition
w*(U3)

=

H*(f ', A): H*(G, A) ->

Z (D, P' which, since P is also a free H module

may be rewritten Z ?H P
resolution of A, shows that

U2

7 * (U2)

=

H*(G', A) .

H*(f, A): H*(H, A) ->

H*(H', A) .

We now show that u1 is a weak equivalence. If i happens to be a free map
of simplicial groups, then applying 3.8 dimension-wise, we see that N =
IG/IH.ZG is a free simplicial right ZG module. In general i is a retract of a
free map so in any case N is a (dimension-wise) flat right simplicial ZG
module. But tensoring with a flat simplicial module preserves weak equivalences (this follows from [HA, Ch. II, ? 6, Th. 6 (a) + (b)]), hence N 0G P
N ?G A is a weak equivalence. A similar assertion holds with primes so u, is
N' 0G,A. But this map is an isoweakly equivalent to the map N0G A
morphism. In effectwe need only look at a fixed dimension in which case we
may assume G (resp. G') is the free product of H (resp. H') and the free group
with generators aj, whence by 3.9 N (resp. N') is the free right ZG (resp.
ZG') module with basis qr - 1. Thus u, is a weak equivalence. By assumption
f is a weak equivalence, so is a weak equivalence, and so by (2) and the
five lemma, U3 is a weak equivalence. Therefore r*'U3 = H*(f ', A) is an isomorphism, which completes the proof that f ' is a weak equivalence.
Before proving the part of 3.2 about S-equivalence we give a consequence
of what has been proved so far. If G is a simplicial group, we let H*(G) =
-

1U2

H*(G, Z).
PROPOSITION3.10. If i: H-> G is a cofibrationwith cofiberG//H,then
thereis an exact sequence
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*r
*q((GliH)ab)

>

Hq(H)

Hq(G)

Wql((G//H)ab)

-

...

which is natural in i.
PROOF. This long exact sequence is the long exact homotopy sequence
of the firstrow of (2) when A = Z, in which case N0G, P is weakly equivalent

to IG/IH ZG 0G Z - (G//H)ab.The last isomorphism
comesfromthe factthat
both sides represent the functors "derivations of G vanishing on H with
values in a G module with trivial action". The naturality of the sequence follows from the fact that the choices of P, P', and the map P
P' are unique
up to simplicial homotopy.
COROLLARY3.11. If G is a free simplicial group

Hq(G)

q=

=

( q)Jl(Gab)

COROLLARY3.12. If i:
there is an exact sequence
*.

Hq(H)

*

q

>

O

He G is a cofibrationwith cofiberG//H,then
Hq(G)

Hq(G//H)
RJ

+

Hq-i(H)'*

natural in i.
To prove a map f of connected groups is an S-equivalence, it suffices to
is an isomorphism by virtue of the formulas WqG =
show that S-'H*(f)

Wcq+l(WG),
H*(G) = H*(WG), and 2.1. The rest of 3.2 results then fromapplying the exact sequences of 3.10 to i and i', and using the fact i and i' have
the same cofiber.
Remark 3.13. 3.11 is a formula of Kan and immediately implies 3.12 in
the case that H is free. If we define H*(G, H) to be the relative homology

H*(WG, WH) whenH is a sub-simplicialgroupof G, then3.12 implies(after

analyzing the nature of the maps) that
Hq(G, H)

> Hq(G//H,{e})

when H
>G is a cofibration. Thus we have proved the excision axiom for
homology of simplicial groups.
4. (s(&), as a closed model category
Let CTbe a category closed under finitelimits and having sufficientlymany
projective objects (Appendix A, Introduction). The natural way of tryingto
define the structure of a closed model category on (sGT)is to define a map
f: X o Y to be a fibration(resp. weak equivalence), if for every projective
object P of (i, the induced map of simplicial sets Hom (P, X)
Hom (P, Y) is
a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in S. In [HA, Ch. II, ? 4, Th. 4] it was
-
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shown that in this way (sd?) became a closed model category provided at least
one of the following conditions was satisfied.
( * ) For every projective object P of d? and X e Ob (sa) Hom (P, X) is a
Kan complex. (This holds if every object of d is an effective quotient of a
cogroup object by [HA, II, 4, Prop. 1].
(**) (i is closed under arbitrary limits and has a set of small projective
generators.
Suppose that (1 is a pointed category, and let (s&),. be the category of rreduced simplicial objects over A, that is, the full subcategory of (s(G) consisting of simplicial objects isomorphic to the initial-final object in dimensions
<r. We are going to prove (s(G), is a closed model category under hypothesis
(*). We do not know if this remains true with hypothesis (**) and in fact to
prove it when (i is the category of pointed sets (? 2), we used special features
of simplicial sets (cohomology and Eilenberg-MacLane complexes).
THEOREM4.1. Let CTbe a category closed under finite limits and having
sufficientlymany projective objects. Assume condition (*) holds, and call a
Y in (sa)r a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) if and only if
map f: X
Hom (P, Y)
for any projective object P of A, the induced map Hom (P, X)
is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in 3r. Also define f to be a cofibration
if and only if it has the LLP with respect to all trivial fibrations. Then
-

-

(s&),ris a closedmodelcategory.

PROOF. The axioms CM1, 2,3, and 4(i) are trivial.
CM5 (i). By 2.3 a map in (sG.)r is a trivial fibrationin (s),)r if and only if
it is a trivial fibrationin (se). Consider the method used in [HA, II, 4, Prop. 31
Y into a cofibrationi: X
to factor f: X
Y followed by a trivial fibration
p: Z-o Y in (saf). i and p were obtained as the inductive limit of maps X-) Zn
andZ
Y, where Z 'is obtained by attaching a "projective n-cell" P 0( A(n)
to Zn-' via a map Pa 0&A(n) where Pa is some projective object of aC,and
where Hom (Q, ZE) - Hom (Q, Y) has the RLP with respect to A(k) -+ A(k)
for k ? n and any projective object Q. If Y is r-reduced, then we may take
Pan= * for n < r in which case Zn, and hence Z is r-reduced. i is a cofibration in (saf), a fortiori a cofibrationin (Sa)C. and p is a trivial fibrationin (s)3)r,
proving CM5 (i). Note that if f is a cofibrationin (Sa)r, then f has the LLP
with respect to p; hence f is a retract of i and is therefore a cofibrationin
(sa). Thus we have proved
-

-

-

PROPOSITION 4.2. A map in (saf)r is a cofibration, trivial jibration, or
weak equivalence if and only if it is so as a map in (saf).

CM5 (ii). If Z is a simplicial object over CT,define its rth "Eilenberg
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subcomplex" by (E7Z), = nf Ker {9*: Zn-+ Zr-}, where p runs over all injective monotone maps from [r - 11 to [nJ. We then have the formulas
- Hom(8a) (Y, Z)
- Er Hom (P, Z)

Hom(8,U)(Y, ErZ)
Hom (P, E7Z)

(4.3)

for any Ye Ob(s(G), and projective object P of CC. Given a map f: X
Y in
Z followed by a fibration
(s(3)7, factor f into a trivial cofibration i': X
p': Z-) Y in (saf), and let i: X ErZ, p: ErZ )X be the induced maps. Using
the above formulas it is easy to see that Hom (P, p) has the RLP for trivial
cofibrationsin Sir;hence p is a fibration in (sf)r. For a pointed (r - 1)-connected Kan complex K, the map ErK-g K is a weak equivalence. By hypothesis (*) Hom (P, Z) is a Kan complex, so the map E7Z
Z is a weak
equivalence. Therefore i is a weak equivalence so if we write i = qj using
CM5 (i), in (sa)r, we have f = (pq)j where j is a trivial cofibrationand pq is
a fibrationin (sa)r, proving CM5 (ii).
CM4 (ii). We have to show that a trivial cofibrationi: A B in (scf), has
the LLP with respect to a fibrationp: X
Y. By 4.2, i is a trivial cofibration
in (saf) and by hypothesis (*) every object of (saf) is fibrant. By [HA, II, 2.5]
A and
i is a strong deformation retract map, i.e., there exist maps r: B
h: B ) B1B1)such that ri = id,, jlh = idB, joh = ir, and hi = ile()s. Here BA(1)is
B('l) (resp. j8: B'l)
B e = 0, 1)
the path object of B [HA, II, ? 1] and s: B
is induced by the unique map A(1)
A(0) (resp. the eth vertex map A(O)
X and A: B
Y such that pa
1Si consider the diagram
A(1)). Given a: A
of solid arrows
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A

E(X(1)

as

,

,(4.4)

B

---*X

(jo, PtA()

XyEr(JY(l))

Assuming for the moment that the right hand vertical arrow is a trivial
X we
fibration,it follows that the dotted arrow k exists; setting a = j1k:B
have that pyr= R and yi =a, which proves CM4 (ii). To show that (jo, p"(11)
is a trivial fibration,we may apply the functor Hom (P, *) and use formulas
Y is
4.3 to reduce to the case of 3,.. We must therefore show that if p: X
a fibrationin 3,., then the arrow (jo, pA(l))in 4.4 has the RLP with respect to
A(n) ) \A(n)for all n > 0. For n < r this is trivial, and for n > r A(n)" con-

-

tains the (r

-

l)-skeleton of A(n), so it sufficesto show that
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XA(1)

> X

X y
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y"(l)

has the RLP with respect to A(n)
A(n) for n > r. This is equivalent to
showing that p has the RLP with respect to the injection
A(n)

x A(1) V A(n)X{O, z(n)

for n > r. Denoting this injection by L

x {O}

> A(n) x A(1)

K, as p is a fibrationin 5,, it suf-

ficesto show that L/L(,r-1) K/K"') is a trivialcofibration.But this is clear

since for n > r L contains the (r
Theorem 4.1 is now complete.

-

1)-skeleton K7r-1' of K. The proof of

COROLLARY4.5. The homotopy category Ho (5d)r is equivalent to the
category whose objects are the r-reduced cofibrantsimplicial objects over d
and whose morphisms are simplicial homotopyclasses of maps in (sG).
The proof is the same as that of 2.8.
Remark 4.6. If Cdis closed under arbitrarylimitsand has a small projective
generator U, then in the construction of the factorization f = pi for CM5 (i)
we could have taken Pn to be a direct sum of copies of U. Thus the map

i: X

Z is free [141in the sense that it is the limitof maps X

Zn where

Zr-1 X and Z" is obtained by "attaching n-cells", i.e., copies of U? A(n),
to Zni- via maps U? A(n)Z"'-. Thus every cofibrationin (SCf)r is a retract
of a free map with all cells of dimension ? r and conversely.
By Appendix A, 2.24, the category (CHA) is closed under limits and has a
projective generator which is also a co-Lie algebra object. Therefore we may
apply 4.1 to deduce
THEOREM 4.7.

The category (scHA)r of r-reduced simplicial

complete

Hopf algebras is a closed model category where a map is a jibration (resp.
weak equivalence) if and only if Pf is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence)
of simplicial vector spaces and where a map is a cofibration if and only if
it is a retract of a free map. The homotopycategory Ho (SCHA), is equivalent to the category whose objects are free simplicial CHA'S with all cells of
dimension ?r and whose maps are simplicial homotopyclasses of maps in
(SCHA).
We leave to the reader to formulate a similar theorem for (sLA)r.
THEOREM4.8. The adjoint functors Q and 9 establish an equivalence
of the homotopytheoryof (SCHA), with the rational homotopytheoryof(sGp),.
U and 9P establish an equivalence of the homotopytheories of (SCHA), and
(SLA),.
PROOF. It is only a matter of checking the hypotheses of 1.4. One shows
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that 9 preserves fibrations using 3.4.
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of Part I.
3.

The other hypotheses follows from

(DGL), and (DGC)7_1 as closed model categories

Let r be an integer >1.
THEOREM5.1. Define a map in (DGL), to be a weak equivalence if it
induces isomorphisms on homology,a fibration if it is surjective in degrees
> r, and a cofibration if it has the LLP with respect to all trivial fibrations.
Then (DGL)r is a closed model category.
THEOREM 5.2. Define a map in (DGC)r71 to be a weak equivalence if it
induces isomorphisms on homology, a cofibration if it is injective, and a
fibration if it has the RLP with respect to all trivial cofibrations. Then
(DGC)r?1 is a closed model category.

THEOREM5.3. The adjoint functors ~2 and C establish an equivalence of
thehomotopytheoriesof (DGL)r and (DGC)r+1
THEOREM5.4. The adjoint functors N* and N establish an equivalenceof the homotopytheories of (SLA), and (DGL)r.
PROOF OF 5.1. The axioms CM1, 2, 3, and 4 (i) are clear. To prove CM5, let
S(q) (resp. D(q)) be the DG vector space having a basis over Q consisting of an
element aq of degree q with daq = 0 (resp. elements Uq-1,zq of degrees q - 1 and
q with d-q = aq__, daq1 -0).
S(q) and D(q) play the role of the q-sphere and
q-disk; let i: S(q-1) -D(q) be the obvious inclusion. Let us call a mapf: n--n
in (DGL) free if as graded Lie algebras - is isomorphic to the direct sum of m
and a free Lie algebra L(V) in such a way that f is isomorphic to the inclusion. Defining the n-skeleton sfta of f to be the graded sub-Lie-algebra of n
generated by f(ixt)and the elements of V of degree < n, one sees that UIn) is
obtained from itl ` by attaching n-cells, that is copies of LD(n) via attachAs LS(n - 1) LD(n) n > r and 0 - LS(r) are
ing maps LS(n - 1) -t(n-).
clearly cofibrationsin (DGL)r, it follows that any free map in (DGL), is a cofibration. Now by imitating the procedure of attaching cells to kill homotopy
groups, one may factor any map f in (DGL)r into f = pi, where i is free and p
is a trivial fibration. Therefore we have proved CM5 (i). Moreover if f is
already a cofibration,then f has the LLP with respect to p, so f is a retract
of i and we have proved the following.
-

PROPOSITION5.5. A map in (DGL)r is a cofibration if and only if it is a
retract of a free map.
Remark. One may show that a sub-graded-Lie algebra of a free reduced
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in (DGL)r are
graded Lie algebra is again free. It followsthat the cofibrations
the freemaps, but we shall not need this.
To proveCM5 (ii), notethat givenf: m ---, we maylet V be a huge direct
sum of copies of D(n) forvariousn > er and obtaina map p: In \v L(V) X1,
V L(V)
whichis surjectivein degrees > r and henceis a fibration.If i: t
is the injectionof a factor,then i is freeand also i is a weak equivalence,
since
-ont

H(ml\V L(V))

--H(uii) V H(LV)

--H(iu) V L(HV)

- Hin .

Thus f = pi is the factorizationrequiredforCM5 (ii). Finally note that 0
D(n) forn > r has the LLP with respectto fibrationsand hence so does i. If
f is a trivialcofibration,thenp a is trivial fibration,so f has the LLP with
respectto p; hencef is a retractof i and f has the LLP with respectto fibrations. This provesCM4 (ii) and completesthe proofof 5.1.
LEMMA 5.6. Let p: In ---Eit be a sumjectivemap in (DGL), and let
pr2

(

iis a weak equivalence, so is

be a cartesian square in (DGC)r+,. Then if

pr2.

PROOF. Let a be the kernelof p, and let q: in a be a gradedvectorspace
retractionof In ontoa. Then recalling(B, ? 6) that as coalgebrasCg = S(Zg),
>C(n) 03C(a). This
we see that p and q induce an isomorphism0: 6(m)
to give a spectral
)-Cm--Cn
Ca
shows that B, 7.1 can be applied to the maps
sequence of coalgebras

Epq1= HC(u)

0

Hp+qC(nit).

HqC(Q)

Recalling that 0&is the direct product in the category of coalgebras, the
Y (0 (a); so thereis also by
isomorphism0 induces an isomorphismZ
B, 7.1, a spectralsequence
-

Epq = Hp Y ?&HqC(a)

- Hp q(Z)

as well as a map of this spectralsequence to the otherone inducedby e and
on E2, it is also an isomorphismon the
pr2. As the map is an isomorphism
abutment,so pr2is a weak equivalenceand the lemmais proved.
PROOF OF 5.2. The axioms CM1, 2, 3, and 4 (ii) are clear.
CM5 (i). Givena map ff:X-* Y in (DGc),+1use CM5 (i) for(DGL),to write
(hence injectiveby 5.5) and where
2f = pi, where i: SX nmis a cofibration
Y and e= the
hencesurjective. Lettingi=
p: Mn 2 Y is a trivialfibration
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adjunction map Y- Sw? Y, form the square of Lemma 5.6, and let j: X -->Z be
be the unique map with pr1j -f and pr2j = the map X --,(Cti adjoint to i.
As r > 1, Itand Cp are weak equivalences (B, 7.5) and by the lemma so is pr2.
Thus pr, is a weak equivalence. As S?carries cofibrationsinto cofibrationsit
follows that C(p) hence also pr, has the RLP with respect to all cofibrations;
in particular pr, is a fibrationin (DGC). L. ] is injective because pr2j is the
compositionof the injections X-+CS'2X Cm; thus j is a cofibrationin (DGC)r-,.
Therefore f
(pr1)j is the factorization required for CM5 (i). Moreover if f
is already a trivial fibration, then j is a trivial cofibrationby CM2; thus j has
LLP with respect to f, so f is a retract of pr, and thereforef has the RLP with
respect to all cofibrations. This proves CM4 (i).
CM5 (ii). As in the proof of this axiom for jr we firstconsider the case
where f: X Y is such that Hr l4f - HA.f is surjective. Then He.Vf is surjective so if we use CM5 (ii) for (DGL)r to write cf
pi, where i is a trivial
cofibrationand p is a fibration,then p is surjective. Definingj: X-> Z, pr,: Zoo
Y and pr2,as above, we have that pr1 is a fibrationin (DGC)., . By the lemma
pro is a weak equivalence;as i: fVX mis a weak equivalenceso is pr2]: X
is the factorization
Om. Thereforej is a trivial cofibration and f=(pr-)j
required for CM5 (ii).
In case H, J is not surjective, we construct a factorization f- g, where
j is an injective fibrationand Hr.-1gis surjective, by following the proof of
2.7. If V is a vector space, let V[rj be the abelian DG Lie algebra having V
in dimension r and zero elsewhere, and let K(V, r + 1) = C V(r). Define the
factorization f = j](f)f1 by the diagram
\

x

3

lIjl(f)

y1

If\

a

Y

+

K(Im H,2f, r + 1)
+1)

K(HrA?"Y,r+1)

where the square is cartesian, where a is ad joint to the canonical map 'VY
Hr(tS Y)[rf, where , is adjoint to the map
SX

>

~HXVX)h?X l

(Im HrVf )Jr'I

and where p is the inclusion. It is clear that p is a fibration in (DGC)r i,
hence so is ]j(f). Repeating this process as in 2.7 one obtains the required
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factorization f - ig; as g may be factored according to the firstpart of the
proof, we have proved CM5 (ii) and the proof of Theorem 5.2 is complete.
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 are now proved by verifying the hypotheses of 1.4
using results of Appendix B, 4.4 and 4.6. The proof of Theorem II is now
complete.
6. Applications
In this section we connect the preceding homotopy theories of algebraic
objects with the rational homotopy theory of 1-connected pointed topological
spaces, and use the algebraic models to derive results about rational homotopy
theory.
It is unfortunate that the category {f, of (r - 1)-connected topological
spaces is not closed under finitelimits, for this prevents us from making 'Tr
into a closed model category for trivial reasons. However if r, S are as in ? 2,
let us make the natural definitionsand define T(r, S) to be the category Tr
with the following three distinguished classes of maps.
Y which are cofibrationsas maps
Cojibrations. These are maps f: X
of topological spaces in the sense of [HA, II, ? 3] i.e., f is a retract of a sequential composition of cw maps (see proof of Lemma 3, loc. cit.).
Weak equivalences. These are the S-equivalences, i.e., maps inducing
isomorphismsfor the functor S-'w*.
Fibrations. These are Serre fibrationssuch that the fiberhas S-uniquelydivisible homotopygroups.
-

THEOREM6.1. (a) With these definitions Sf(r,S) satisfies all of the
axioms for a closed model category except CM1.
(b) If Ho {-(r, S) is the localization of 2(r, S) with respect to thefamily
of weak equivalences, then Ho T(r, S) is equivalent to the category whose
objects are pointed (r - 1)-connected cw complexes with S-uniquely-divisible
homotopy groups, and whose morphisms are homotopyclasses of basepointpreserving maps.
(c) It is possible to define suspension and loop functors and families
of fibration and cofibrationsequences on the category Ho Sf(r,S) by using the
fibrations and cofibrations in f(r,S) just as in [HA, I, ? 2-3].
(d) The functos j.*and Er Sing induce an equivalence of the homotopy
theoryof f(r, S) with the homotopytheory of e(r, S) as defined in ? 2.
PROOF. The proof of (a) is formally similar to that of 3.1, using the
functors j I and E,. Sing instead of G and W. The only point is to show the
analogue of 3.2, that the cobase extension of an S-equivalence by a cofibration is again an S-equivalence. But any cofibrationis a retract of a sequential
.
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composition of cw maps. One therefore is reduced to the case where the cofibrationis the map obtained by attaching a single cell, in which case the proof
is achieved by using the long exact sequence for homologyand the five lemma.
For (b), observe that since the adjunction maps for the functors I * I and
E, Sing are always weak equivalences, they induce an equivalence of the
categories Ho 'f (r, S) and Ho 5(r, S), and that the latter is by 2.8 and Milnor's
theorem [19] equivalent to the category of cw complexes with S-uniquelydivisible homotopy groups and homotopy classes of maps. (c) is a matter of
checking that the axiom CM1 enters into the construction of the suspension
and loop functors and fibrationsand cofibrationsequences only in allowing one
to formthe fiber,pull-back, etc. of various maps. For the suspension functor
and cofibrationsequences there is no problem because one has only to work
with cofibrantobjects which have non-degenerate basepoints. For fibrations
the problem comes from the fact that the fiberof a map in Tr is the (r - 1)connected covering of the real fiberwhich need not exist. However one may
always replace a fibrationof spaces by a weakly equivalent map which is the
geometric realization of a fibrationf of simplicial sets [22]. If F is the fiber
of f, then j ErF I can be used for the fiberof I f j in (Q,, and one may check
that the constructionof the loop functorand the family of fibrationsequences
on Ho f(r, S) still goes through. Finally (d) is proved by the same method as
1.4 (see proof of [HA, I, ? 4, Th. 3]), using the fact that E, Sing preserves fipreserves cofibrations,q.e.d.
brations and
2
r
Taking = and S Z - {}, and combiningthe above with Theorem II we
have
.

COROLLARY6.2. The adjoint functors of Figure 1, Part I, ? 2, induce
an equivalence of rational homotopytheory,defined to be the homotopytheory
of T(2, Z - {0}) constructed above, with the homotopytheories of reduced DG
Lie algebras and 2-reduced DG coalgebras over Q.
Remark 6.3. We claim now to have solved the problem raised by Thom
in [29]. Suppose that F-g E m B is a fibrationof 1-connected pointed spaces.
The problem after translating from cohomologyinto homology,is to associate
DG cocommutative coalgebras to F, E, and B in such a way that the Hirsch
method for calculating the differentialsin the homology spectral sequence
can be applied. But this fibration defines a fibration sequence in rational
homotopy theory which is equivalent by 6.2 to that of (DGL)1; hence this fibration sequence corresponds to one in Ho (DGL)1 coming from an exact sequence
of reduced DG Lie algebras
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However Cf, Ce, Cb correspondunder the equivalence of Theorem I to F, E, and
B respectively, and Hirsch's methods apply to the homologyspectral sequence
of the maps Cf Ce Cb (in fact this is how the spectral sequence B, 7.1 is
derived).
Remark 6.4. We indicate brieflyhow 6.2 may be used to give an alternative proof of the results of Part I, ?? 5-6, namely that the equivalences X
and (S of Theorem I are compatible with the homotopy Lie algebra and the
homology coalgebra functor. The firstthing to show is that if V is a vector
space and V[n] denotes the DG vector space which is V in dimension n and
zero elsewhere, then there are canonical isomorphisms

]

Hom (V, Hug)

g e Ob

1]]

Hom (H.C, V)

C e Ob (DGc)2

[L V [ni,
[C, CV[n

-

(DGL)1

where Hom is maps of vector spaces, and where [, ] denotes homotopyclasses
of maps as definedin ? 1, which by 1.3 is the same as maps in the homotopy
category. Next one observes that there is an isomorphismof functors
On: 7wn(X) 0

Q - He.-(XX)

from '`)2 to vector spaces given by the chain of isomorphisms
wCn(X)

0 Q

w
17X(K)0 Q
7n-1(GK) 0 Q
wU,1(0QGK) - 7un-w1(QGK)

w
,
7,jNsMPQGK)

where we have put K = E2 Sing X.
The work of Part I, ? 5, went into showing that the collection 0 = {O}
gave a Lie algebra isomorphism. However to prove the existence of a functorial Lie algebra isomorphismof wr*(X)0&Q with H*(XX), it is possible to
use Hilton's theorem on homotopy operations [10] to show that for some
choice of non-zero rational numbers cn the collection

0Q
Clo0n:
7wC(X)

_Hn-1(XX)

is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
When the Lie structure is taken care of, one may take care of the coalgebra structure as follows. First one uses the isomorphism wCn(X)(0 Q Hn-1(XX)to establish an isomorphismin Ho (DGL)1of XK( V, n) with V[n - 1],
where K(V, n) is the appropriate Eilenberg-MacLane space, and where
V[n - 1] is regarded as an abelian DG Lie algebra. It follows that there are
canonical isomorphisms
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H"(X, V)

K(V, n)]
_IX,
[&xX,

LVV[n -

[XX, V[n - 1]]
1]] - Hom (HR6?xX), V),

and hence a canonical isomorphismH.(XX, Q) - H.(CxX) of vector spaces.
To prove this isomorphismis compatible with comultiplication, it sufficesto
show that Cx carries the cup product map fC:K(Q, p) x K(Q, q)
K(Q, p + q}
into the corresponding map d':CQ[p - 1] x CQ[q 1] CQ[p + q 1] deduced
-

from the comultiplication on coalgebras. The point is that fCcan be characterized in terms of the Whitehead product using a Toda bracket. In effect
if a1p:S P- K(Q, p) is the canonical map giving the orientation of S P, if ,8 is
the composition of the inclusion Sp V Sq -. Sp x Sq with ap, x aq, and if
Sp V Sq is the Whitehead product of the inclusions i1p:SP 0
tip,iq]: Sp+q-l ] 3, fi> - apq with
Sp V Sq and iq:SqSp
V Sq, then the Toda bracket <[i iS],
zero indeterminacy. A similar characterization holds for te' in terms of the
bracket operation for DG Lie algebras. 6.2 implies that Cx will preserve Toda
brackets since they are determined by the fibrationand cofibrationsequences
[HA, I, ? 3]. Since X carries Whitehead product into Lie product, it follows
that CX carries fCinto _e'.
Remark 6.5. The possibility of viewing rational homotopy theory in
terms of both DG Lie algebras and DG coalgebras allows one to give a perfectly Eckmann-Hilton dual treatment for rational homotopy theory. We
illustrate this by means of four spectral sequences. Here X and Y are 1-connected pointed spaces, wrQ(f2X)= wr(QfX)0&Q with Lie algebra structure
given by Samelson product, and H*X = H*(X, Q).

is surjec6.6 (Serre). If p: X-o Y is a JibrationwithfiberF and 7w2p
tive, thenthereis a coalgebraspectral sequence
E2

=

H* Y

H*X .

HF=F =

X is a cofibration,thenthereis a Lie algebra spectral

6.7. If i: Y
sequence

E' = wQ(QX) V w?Q(s[(X/Y))

rQ(S2x).

6.8 (Curtis 171). There is a Lie algebra spectralsequence
El = L(nf2H*X)

7CQ(f2X) .

6.9. There is a coalgebraspectral sequence
6
PROOFS.

E S(trQ(X))

a H*X

s

6.6. Realize the fibration as an exact sequence of DG Lie
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algebras,applyC, and use B, 7.1 (see 6.3).
6.8. Take the spectral sequence associated to the lower central series
filtration
of XX.
6.9. Take the spectralsequenceassociatedto the primitivefiltrationof

CxX.

6.7. We may realize i as a cofibrationi: g' g of free reduced DG Lie
algebras. If g" is the cofibreof i, thenas gradedLie algebras we may identifyg with the directsum g' V g". Definea filtrationof g by lettingFpg be
the p-skeletonof g1withrespectto g', that is the subalgebrageneratedby g'
and gi fori ? p. Then this filtration
gives rise to a spectralsequenceof Lie
algebras. Note that
E0

-

(D Fpg/F.1g

-

g" V g'

To calculate the differentials,
let d, d', d" be the differentials
of g, g', and g"
respectivelyand identifyg withg" V g'. Then d is uniquely determinedby
its restriction
to g', whichis d', and its restrictionto g" whichis a derivation
d:
g'
such that (d - d")g'fc Fp-2g. Fromthis one calculatesthat d0
V
g"f
is 0 on g" and d' on g' so that El
g"V Hg', and that d' is d" on g" and 0 on
Hg' so that
-

2-

Hg" V Hg'

wQ(fl(X/Y)) V wrQ(fX).

This proves6.7.
Remark 6.10. The spectralsequence6.7 seems to be related to the one
derivedby Artinand Mazur in [2]. Note also that whenX Y V Z thenwe
have
zQ(12(YV C))

7Q(f2Y) V wr(f2C)

showingthat Hilton-Milnor
formulaholdsforrationalhomotopygroupseven
if Y and C are not suspensions.
The spectralsequence 6.9 may be rewritten
E=

H*(K(w(X)), Q)

H* (X, Q)

whereK(7r(X)) is the productof the Eilenberg-MacLanespaces K(Wcq(X), ).
We pose the question of whethersuch a spectralsequenceholdswith Q replaced by an arbitrarycoefficient
groupA. In thestablerangetheredoes 15].
Final remark6.11. CombiningTheoremI, and Theorems1.3 and 5.1 of
Part II, we obtain the followingsimpledescription
of the rationalhomotopy
category. It is equivalentto the categorywith
Objects: freereducedDG Lie algebras over Q
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Morphisms: homotopy classes of maps of DG Lie algebras, where two
iu are said to be homotopic if and only if there exists a diagram
maps f, g z
of DG Lie algebras
a

-

id + id
lV

h

laf + ao

where a is a weak equivalence.
APPENDIX A.

COMPLETE HOPF ALGEBRAS

This appendix is an exposition of the results on complete Hopf algebras
used in this paper. Complete Hopf algebras provide the Hopf algebra framework for handling the Malcev completion [18] of a nilpotent group as well as
groups definedby the Campbell-Hausdorffformula [17, Ch. 1Il. In fact it was
the proof of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula [28, LA 4.13] that led to the
definitionof complete Hopf algebras.
Most of the work of this appendix goes into proving that the category
(CHA) of complete Hopf algebras is closed under limits and has a projective
generator, a result needed in Part II. We review the meanings of these terms.
Y in a category an effective
Following Grothendieck, we call a map f: X
epimorphism if for any object T, composition with f is a bijection of
Hom (Y, T) with the subset of Hom (X, T) consisting of all maps q' with the
following property. Given two maps u, v e Hom (Z, X) such that fu = fv,
Hom (P, Y) is
then wu = wv. We call an object P projective if Hom (P, X)
surjective for any effectiveepimorphismX
Y, and we say that P is small
if the functor X
Hom (P, X) commutes with filtered inductive limits.
Finally a set 1.)nof objects is called a set of generators if for any object X
there is an effectiveepimorphismQ >X where Q is a direct sum of members
of OR. By a theorem of Lawvere [16] a category closed under limits and having a small projective generator is a category of universal algebras and conversely. Therefore although (CHA) is not a category of universal algebras, it
is not far from being one.
The terminology of this appendix is the same as that of Part I with the
exception that as we are not in the DG setting, a graded Lie algebra is a Lie
algebra in the usual sense without the signs.
-

-

-
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Al. Complete augmented algebras
Let K be a field. All modules, tensor products and algebras in this section
are to be understood as being over K unless there is mention to the contrary.
The augmentation ideal of an augmented algebra R will be denoted R.
By a filtration of an algebra R we mean a decreasing sequence R
F0R D F1RD ... of subspaces such that 1e F0R and FXR-FqR Fp qR.

Then each FnR is a two-sidedideal in R and gr R =

In

FnR/FnR
has a
,

natural structure as a graded algebra. By a complete augmented algebra we
mean an augmented algebra R endowed with a filtration{FnR}such that
(a) F1R= R
( b ) gr R is generated as an algebra by grR

( c ) R = lim-inv(R/FR).

The class of complete augmented algebras formsa category (CAA), where
a map f: R -f R' is a map of augmented algebras such that f(FnR) c FAR'.
Condition (b) is easily seen to be equivalent to

Rn+ F.R=

(1.1)

FnR

if X >n

or equivalently that F,,,Ris the closure of RI' for the topology definedby the
filtration.
Examples 1.2. If B is an augmented algebra, then B
a complete augmented algebra with FnB = Ker {B -B/B'}.
lows from the formula
gr B -grB

(1.3)

=

lim-invBIB" is
Condition (b) fol-

_ ED B1lB

It is clear that the functor B v- B is left adjoint to the functor (CAA) (AA)
which forgets the filtration.
1.4. If J is an ideal in a complete augmented algebra R such that J c R
and J is closed for the topology definedby the filtration,then R/J is a com-

plete augmentedalgebra with Fn(R/J)= (FR + J)IJ. Condition(b) follows
from the formula
gr R/J = gr R/gr J

(1.5)

where J is given the induced filtration. As for (c), firstnote that R/J is sepaf
rated since J is closed, i.e., J
n(FnR -i-J). On the other hand, if ye,is a
= xO,+ J with
sequence in R/J with y,
y,, e FJ(R/J), then y,,- y
x
so
c
in
x
R
and
Xk
converges
en FER,
(X + J)

Thus

yn

-

n

Ek<n

X'1

+ Je F+j(R/J).

converges to x + J, and R/J is complete.

PROPOSITION1.6. The following conditions are equivalent for a map
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f: R- -R' in (CAA).
i ) grJfis surjective,
(ii) f is surjective,
(iii) f induces an isomorphism R/Ker f

R' where R.Ker f is as iw 1.4.

If f is surjective, then f: R -K
is surjective and so gr1J is
PROOF.
surjective. If gr,f is surjective, then gr f is surjective by condition (b), and
so f is surjective by completeness. It is clear that (iii) implies (ii). For the
converse, note that Ker f = J is closed since f is continuous, so R/J is defined
by 1.5. Since the map R/J R' is an isomorphism of augmented rings, we
have only to show that the filtrations are the same. But FmR FmR' is
surjective since the associated graded map is surjective (use (b)). Thus
-

FmR' -_FmR/FmRA J -_FmR + J/J2- Fm,(R/J),

q.e.d.

If I is a set, then the algebra P = K<<X?>>i,, of formal power series in
the non-commutingindeterminates Xi is a complete augmented algebra because it is the completion of the polynomials in the Xi. If R is a complete
augmented algebra and xi, i e I, is a family of elements of R such that
xi + F2R is a basis for gr, R, then the unique homomorphismP-->R which sends
Xi to xi is surjective by 1.6. Thus
COROLLARY 1.7. Any complete augmented algebra R is the quotient of a

(non-commutative) power series ring P by a closed ideal. Moreover P may
be chosen so that gr, P

gr, R.

-

The effective epimorphisms in (CAA) are the maps
satisfying the conditions of 1.6.
PROPOSITION 1.8.

The map z: R
R/J is an effectiveepimorphismbecause a map
R' factors through r if and only if f(J)
0, and because any element
f: R
of J is the image of X under a map K<<X>>
R. Conversely any map f
PROOF.

-

-

> R/Ker f factors R
R', where g is injective and hence a monomorphism. If f is an effectiveepimorphism,one sees easily that g is an isomorphism,and so f is surjective.
-

COROLLARY 1.9. The following conditions are equivalent for a complete
augmented algebra R.
( i ) R is a projective object of (CAA),
(ii) R is isomorphic to a non-commutative power series ring,
(iii) The natural map T(gr, R) gr R is an isomorphism, where T is the
tensor algebra functor.
PROOF.

(ii)

(i). There is a one-to-one correspondence between maps
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Y and familiesof elementsyt e Y given by u(Xi) y
yi. If
Y is surjective by 1.8, so
is given by
thereare elementsxi e X with vxi - yi. Thus if w: K<<X?>>X
=
then
vw
proving
(i).
wXi xi,
-u,

u: K<<Xi>>i-,
v: X

-

Y is an effective eqimorphism, then X

-.

(ii) - (iii). If P is a power series ring, then P

=TVA where V is the

P
vector space having the indeterminatesof P for its basis. Hence grP
gr TV = TV is the tensoralgebra on gr,V. ConverselygivenR satisfying(iii)
choosea surjectionf: P R as in 1.7 such that grP - gr,R. Then grf is
an isomorphism,
so f is an isomorphism
by completeness.
(i) (iii). Givena projectiveR, choosea surjectionf: P -- R with gr,f
an isomorphism.By 1.8, f is an effectiveepimorphism,
so f has a section s.
Hence gr f has a sectiongr s. But also (gr s)(grf ) = id, since this is true in
dimension1 and gr P is generatedby gr1P. Hence gr R _ gr P is a tensor
algebra, q.e.d.
The category (CAA) is closed under arbitrary limbits
is a projective generator.

PROPOSITION 1.10.

and K<<X>>

PROOF. The secondassertionis clear from1.7-1.9. To provethe first,it
sufficesto show (CAA) closed undersums,cokernels,products,and kernels.
Sums. If R. is a familywriteRi = Pi/JiwherePi is a powerseries ring
and Ji is a closed ideal. Then the directsum P = V Pi exists and is a power
series ringwhose set of indeterminatesis the disjoint union of the set of
of thePi. Let J be the closedideal in P generatedbyE ini(Ji).
indeterminates
Then ini inducesa map ui: R. P/J,and the family{ui} is easilyseen to make
P/Ja directsum of the Xi.
Cokernels. If f, g: R = R' are two maps,let J be the closed ideal in R'
generatedby (f - g)R. Then 7: R' R'/Jis a cokernelforf, g.
Kernels. If f, g: R zR' are two maps,let P be the powerseriesringwith
one indeterminatefor each elementof Ker (f, #), and let u: P R be the

obvious map. We claim that the induced map u': P/Ker u

-

R is a kernel for

f, g. Clearlyfu' = g'. If v: X-R satisfiesfv gv, thenwritingX
P'XJ',
P such that ww =w' and w inducesa map w': X
thereis a map w: P'
w' is unique because u' is a monomorphism,
so
P/Keru such that v -i'w'.
U' = Ker (f, g).
The existenceof productsis similarand left to the reader,q.e.d.

Remark. If gr,R is finitedimensional,thenFR -Rn. In effectR is a
quotient of a power series ringP = K<<X1, ***,X?>> by a closed ideal and
FnR is a quotientof F,,P so one is reduced to the case R = P. But then if
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f(X) e FnP, i.e., f(X) = IElaIXn aaXa (here a runs over finite sequences
r and X, = Xi, **- Xi7), we have
(it, * *,i7) of elementsof {1, *n }, aI I
f(X)

-i

.. i

3 afi,..inX~)Xii

* *. Xinl

Thus the categoryof"finitetype"completeaugmentedalgebras
is a full subcategoryof the categoryof augmentedalgebras.
of Lazard [17]) of a
1.11. By a filtration(N-sequencein the terminology
of subgroups
sequence
mean
a
decreasing
g),
we
(resp.
Lie
algebra
groupG
so

f(X) e pa

G = F1G D F2G D

such that
subspaces g = F1g D F2g D ...)
(FpG,FqG) C Fp+qG(resp. [Fpg,Fqg]c Fp+qg). Then gr G (resp. gr g) has a
...

(resp.

canonicalstructureofgradedLie ring(resp.Lie algebraoverK) wherebracket
is inducedby commutator[28,LA, Ch. II].
If R is a completeaugmentedalgebra let GmRbe the group1 + R under
and let GaR be the Lie algebra R with [x,y] = xy - yx. Then
multiplication
thereare adjoint functors
(gps) (

(1.12)
where G - KG (resp. g

K
Gm

'

U
(CAA) '

Ga

(LA)

Ug) is the group ring (resp. universal enveloping

algebra) functorand where^ is completion(1.2).
of
LettingFn(GmR)-1 + FnR and Fn(GaR) = F,7R,we obtainfiltrations
GmRand GaR such that
grGaR-

(1.13)

ogrGmR

as Lie algebras over Z(cf. [28]). In particular gr GmR has a Lie algebra
is inducedby x v--1 + x, but it is also
structureover K. This isomorphism
induced by x |-- f(x) where f(X) e K<<X>> is any power series with
f(X) _ 1 + X modX2. In particularif K is of characteristiczero, we may
take the exponentialseries
ex=

LOOx~l

whichinducesa map of sets
exp: GaR

GmR

which is bijective since the inverse is given by the logarithmicseries. We
have
(1.14)

exey= ex+Y

but in generalonlythe Campbell-Hausdorff
formula.
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Complete tensor product. If V = F0V D F1V D ... is a filteredvector
space, let p,: FnV-+ grn V be the canonical surjection. If W is another filtered vector space, then we filter V 0& W by

F.(V 0 W) = El+j=n Fj V ?9 Fj W c V ? W,
wherewe identifyF, V ? Fj W with its image underthe map FpV?V&
F Wj

V (? W, which is injective since K is a field. There is a canonical isomorphism
of graded vector spaces
grV

given by ppx 0 py I,

grW-

pp+q(X

gr(V?W)

0 y).

If V and W are complete, we let V W be the completionof V IV
W with
respect to this filtrationand denote the image of x 0 y under the map V? We
V 0 W (which is injective) by x ? y. Then there is an isomorphism
gr (V ?

gr V & gr W -

(1.15)

W)

given by ppx0 piy g-, pp+q(X 0 y).
As F2n(V (V W) c FnV W + V 0 FnWc Fn(V 0) W)
V (8 W = lim-invn(Vn 0) Wn)
= V/FtV, etc. If V' c V and W' c W are closed subspaces endowed
where V1,,
with induced filtrations then by passing to the inverse limit in the exact
sequence of surjective inverse systems

> V. (0 W.'

> V' C W.
> (V/V 1)-

V. C) W.->

(W/ W ),n.

V. C W.
>O

one sees the validity of the formulas

(1.16)

*

(V

(V/V,') 0) (W/W') = (VO(8 W)/v 0 W' + V'

W'

I('llWy

~(V(& wf)n (V X W)=-

fV'lW'I
va
W

W

(9

If R and R' are complete augmented algebras, then Fn(R 0) R') is a filtration of R 0 R' so R 0 R' is an augmented algebra. By (1.15) we have
(1.17)

gr R & gr R' - gr (R ? R')

which is an isomorphism of graded rings. From this we see gr (R ? R') is
generated by gr, and so R 0 R' is a complete augmented algebra. The following properties of the complete tensor product R 0 R' are immediate.
Universal mappingproperty.Given maps u: R-TS and v: R'->S in (CAA)
such that [mx,vy] = 0 for all x e R and y e R', there is a unique map
w: R (? RI
S such that w(x ? 1) = ux and w(l yy) = vy.
(1.18) A ? B = A?B if A, B are augmented algebras.
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(1.19) (R/J) (0 (R'/J') = (R (0 R')/R 0 J' + J? R' if J and J' are closed
ideals of R and R', respectively.
A2. Complete Hopf algebras
A complete Hopf algebra is a complete augmented algebra A endowed
with a "diagonal" A: A
A 0A, which is a map of complete augmented
algebras and which is coassociative, cocommutative,and has the augmentation
map A-mK as a counit. With the evident definitionof morphismsthe complete
Hopf algebras forma category (CHA).
Examples. 2.1. If A is a (coassociative, cocommutative, as always) Hopf
A (1.18).
algebra, then A (1.2) is a CHA with diagonal A: A (A 0 A)1 A 0
In particular if G is a group and g is a Lie algebra, then KG and Ug are CHA'S.
-

2.2. If A is a CHA and J is a closed Hopf ideal of A in the sense that
AJ c( A 0 J + JO A, then the complete augmented algebra A/J (1.4) is a CHA
with A induced by that of A using (1.19).
2.3. If A and A' are CHA'S then so is A 0gA' in the obvious way. Moreover if pr,: A 0 A'
A and pr2: A 0 A' A' are the maps induced by the
augmentations of A' and A respectively then A 0 A' with pr, and pr2 is the
direct product of A and A' in the category (CHA).
If A is a CHA, we set

= {xEAWA = x01 + 10X}
PAW
AIAxA
= {x1 + A IAx x 8ZX}.

(2.4)

(A

PA, the set of primitiveelementsof A, is a Lie subalgebraof GaA, and OA,
the set of group-like elements, is a subgroup of GiA (1.12). Letting K and
U be the completed group and universal enveloping algebra functors with
CHA structure as in (2.1), it is straightforward to verify the following.
PROPOSITION 2.5.

There are adjoint fmnctors
(gps)

K
i(CHA)

U

) (LA).

For the rest of this section we suppose that K has characteristic zero.
Then the exponential series ex is defined.
PROPOSITON2.6. x E 7PA

exe A.

~~~~~~A
Cx(&+lx= ex&l.el6x
PROOF. x e APA
Ax = x &1 + lgx
eX = eX
= (ex l)(10 ex) = exOex (using 1.14)
exe OA.
A

-
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It follows that the exponential and logarithm functions give a canonical
isomorphismof sets
exp: CA - OA

(2.7)

satisfying (1.14). The following is immediate from (1.13).

F4PA =
F,9A = {x E OA x - 1 E F7A} and
9A n F7A. Then {Fr9A} and {F4PA} are filtrations (1.11) of 9A and CA
respectively. Moreover the exponential induces an isomorphism
PROPOSITION 2.8.

Let

gr CA

(2.9)

> gr OA

of Lie rings and defines a K-module structure on gr OA compatible with its
bracket. Finally

(2.10)

A -_lim-inv(9A/Fr9A), OA - lim-inv(OA/FrOA).

Example 2.11. Let S be a set, let FS be the free group generated by S,
and let LKS be the free Lie algebra generated by S. Then by the isomorphismof functors (2.7) and by (2.5), there are CHA isomorphisms

KFS

ULKS

> K<<Xs>>r?e

where K<<X?>> is the non-commutativepower series ring with A defined so
that the X. are primitive, and where q and 0 are determined by the formulas p(s) - exs, 0(s) = X, for s E S. Now ULKS = TKS where T = tensor
l Lr(KS), from which one deduces that
algebra, so 9?(ULKS) =
gr 9(KFS)

- gr

ULKS -_L(KS).

The CHA K<<X,>>,e,, will be called the free CHA generated by the set S.
The functor gr is compatible with tensor products (1.17), so if A is a CHA,
then gr A is a graded Hopf algebra. gr A is primitivelygenerated because it
is generated by gr,A which consists only of primitiveelements for dimensional
reasons. By Milnor-Moorethere is a Hopf algebra isomorphism.
(2.12)

*grA.

U(g grA)-

PROPOSITION2.13. If A is a CHA, then the Lie algebra OPgr A is generated by gr, A.
PROOF. The canonical map UL(grj A)
U(9 gr A) is surT(grj A)
jective. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witttheorem, any Lie algebra g is canonically a retract of U(g), so if q is a map of Lie algebras and Up is surjective,
-
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then q is surjective. Thus L(gr, A)
sition.

gr A is surjective, proving the propo-

-)

gr A is an isomorphism.

THEOREM2.14. The canonical map gr CPA

-

PROOF. The map is injective since C9A has the filtration induced from
that of A. By (2.13) it sufficesto show that BfAN gr, A is surjective; in other
words the theorem asserts that any CHA has many primitive and hence many
group-like elements.
Let S2A c A 0 A be the symmetrictensors, i.e., the image of the projection operator x 0 y 1/2(x0 y + y X
X). This projection operator preserves
filtration, so if S 2A is given the induced filtration,gr S 2A = S 2(grA). The
maps

82(X

0

52

j
A

> S 2A

a

Ax - x 01-10x
Y)

-

&x

0

-

are compatible with filtrations, satisfy
maps

gr A

(2.15)

@
X01Y

0, and are carried by gr into

6261

>S2(gr A)

(gr A)?3

-*

given by similar formulas.
LEMMA.

The sequence (2.15) is exact.

PROOF. The maps 6' use only the coalgebra structure of gr A which by
(2.12) and the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witttheorem is coalgebra-isomorphic to
S(9i gr A). Hence we may replace gr A by a commutative polynomial ring
Q = K[Xi]iei whose coalgebra structure is given by the formula

AX.Ea=

+7=0X iX7

y

where we use standard multi-index notation with Xoa= (a!)-lX.
Z= ,
oacXiXc Xe G S2Q and
32Z

2
(ap+a,. - ap,,+)Xp( 0X2

Epa7>Q

Suppose

8X, = 0

Then ap+o,7 = ap,+, if p, a, z > 0, from which one sees that acf = acp if
= a'?+
' and Ia + IS1,?1 > 3. Letu
lz?
a?+
bX, where b,= acp if
a +i = v and a,iS > O. Then
z-fu
-

St

ajX

0

Xi

-4

1 St

aijXiXil

since acf = afi,. Thus z E Im 81, proving the lemma.
To prove the theorem, we must show that the map gr C9A-)
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surjective. Given u E 9Pgr, A we construct by induction on n a sequence x",
in F7A such that bxy e F S2A. Start by choosing xr c F7A with prx, = u. If
XI,has been obtained, then 6'(pa1x.) = p06,,x = O. so there is by the exactness
of (2.15) an element y E FnA with pjiy - 'pn'y= pn&x,. We set x,+? = n-gy.
As x,+
e FnA the sequence xn is Cauchy and converges to an element
x E F7A. Then b1x= 0 so x E CA and prx = u, which finishesthe proof of the
theorem.
-

If W is a complete filteredvector space, let S W be the image of the
symmetrizationoperator a on W 9 ...** W, n times. a preserves filtration
and by (1.15) gr So W - S n(grW). Define SW = II' S W. If A is a complete
Hopf algebra, define e: S&A
A by requiring e to be linear, continuous, and
0
= (n!)- E x,*
such that e(u(xl 0 *. x*))
X<, where a runs over the
symmetric group of degree n and the xi e CiA. Passing to gr's we get the
composition S(gr W9A)- S(@9gr A)
gr A which is an isomorphismby (1.14),
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witttheorem for Y gr A, and (2.12). Thus by completeness we have the following Poincare-Birkhoff-Witttheorem for CHA'S.
-

A is an isomorphismof vectorspaces. In
particular JfAis canonicallya vectorspace retractof A.
COROLLARY2.16. e: S9PA

COROLLARY2.17. The following conditions are equivalent for a map
f: A x A' of complete Hopf algebras.
( i ) gr, f is surjective,
(ii) FfJSf:FfJ'A FNYA' is surjectivefor all n,
-

(iii) gifis surjective,
( ii)' F.9f is surjectivefor all n,
(iii)' 9f is surjective,
(iv) f induces an isomorphismA/Kerf > A'
whereA/Kerf is the completeHopf algebra describedin (2.2).
PROOF. (i)
(iv) follows easily from (1.6); (ii)
(ii)' is because of the
exponential isomorphism (2.7), and similarly for (iii) - (iii)'; (ii)
(iii) is
trivial; (iii) (i) because gr1A = uiA/F2,PA
by the theorem; (i) (ii). By (2.13)
and (2.14), L(gr1 A)
9 gr A - gr WA is surjective. Hence gr, f surjective
gr 9if surjective
Fjiff surjective for all n, q.e.d.
-

COROLLARY

2.18. f is an isomorphism if and only if 91fis.

PROOF. If ??fis an isomorphism,then it is injective and so also is Ffif.
By (2.17) F.,9f is also surjective so Ffgf is an isomorphismfor all n. Thus
gr iPf= cY(grf) is an isomorphismso grf is an isomorphism(2.12) and f is an
isomorphism.
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The effectiveepimorphisms in (CHA) are the maps
satisfying the equivalent conditions of (2.17).
PROPOSITION 2.19.

PROOF. Any map f factors into A
A/Kerf 9 A' where g is injective and hence a monomorphismin (CHA). If f is an effectiveepimorphism,
then g must be an isomorphismso f satisfies (2.17 (iv)).
Conversely given f, let J be the closed ideal generated by Ker SPf. J is a
-

I A'. IT is an effecclosed Hopf ideal and the map f factors into A
A/J
B factors through IT if and only if
tive epimorphism,because a map u: A
=
u(Ker SPf) 0 and because each element of 9PAis the image of X under a map
P
1 + 1 X. By (2.17) 97Pis surjective
A, where P = K<<X>>, AX = X
and by the definitionof J, Ker SPfci Ker 97Pw.Thus Ker f = Ker 9Pwc
and 9fgis
injective. Now if f satisfies the conditions of (2.17) so that Pf and hence 9Pg
is surjective, then 9Pgis an isomorphism. Thus g is an isomorphismby (2.18)
and so f - IT is an effectiveepimorphism which finishes the proof of (2.19).
We also have proved that Ker f = J = closed ideal generated by Ker SPfwhen
f is surjective.
-

-

If we factor a general map f into A
A/Kerf
A', then by what
we have just showed, Ker IT= closed ideal generated by Ker 9iPr. But g hence
also 9Pgis injective, so Ker f = Ker 7cand Ker SPf= Ker 9iPw,and we obtain
the following
-

-

-

PROPOSITION 2.20. If f is any map of complete Hopf algebras, then Ker f
is the closed ideal generated by Ker PJf.
COROLLARY 2.21. f is injective if and only if SPfis injective.
PROPOSITION 2.22. Any complete Hopf algebra A is isomorphic to the

quotient of a free complete Hopf algebra P bya closed Hopf ideal. Moreover
we may assume gr, P
canonical isomorphism.
-

gr, A in which case P is unique over A up to non-

PROOF. Choose a basis for gr, A and lift it to elements xi e C9Ai e I by

(2.14). Then there is a unique map u: P a V with u(Xi) = x. gr, u is an
A is a surisomorphism, so by 2.17, A is isomorphic to A/Ker u. If v: P'
jective map, then by 2.17, fPtis surjective, so liftingeach xi to an element of
P' we obtain a map w: P a P' such that vw = u. If gr, v is an isomorphism
and P' is free, then gr, w is an isomorphismso gr w = T(gr, w) is an isomorphism and w is an isomorphism,q.e.d.
From similar arguments one proves
-

COROLLARY 2.23. The following conditions are equivalent for a complete

Hopf algebra A.
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( i ) A is a projectiveobjectof (CHA),
> gr A,
( ii ) T(gr,A)
(iii) L(gr, A)

-

gr SPA,

(iv) A is isomorphicto a completeHopf algebra P.
PROPOSITION 2.24.

and has K<<X>>,

The category(CHA) is closedunder arbitrary limits

AX = X

0

1 + 1 0 X as a projective generator.

The proofis similarto (1.10).

A3. The relation between complete Hopf algebras and Malcev groups

only
ThroughoutthissectionK = Q, althoughthosestatementsconcerning
CHA'S and Lie algebras are valid foran arbitraryfieldof characteristiczero.
Definition3.1. By a Malcev group we mean a group G endowedwith a
filtration(1.11) G = FG D F2G D ... such that
( i ) the associated graded Lie ringgr G is a uniquely divisible abelian
group,hencegr G is a Lie algebra over Q.
(ii) gr G is generatedas a Lie algebra by gr,G.
(iii) G - lim-inv,(G/F7G).
such that
Similarlya Malcev Lie algebra is a Lie algebra g with a filtration
gr g is generatedby gr,g and such that g is completeforthe topologydefined
we obtaincategories
by the filtration.Withthe evidentnotionof morphisms,
(MGp) and (MLA) respectively.
The categoryof Malcev groupsis the full subcategoryof Lazard's categoryof R-groups[17] consistingof thoseR-groupsforwhichthe closures of
of
the terms of the lower central series forma basis forthe neighborhoods
the identity(this followsfrom(3.5)).
Example 3.2. If A is a CHA, endow OA with the filtrationinduced by
F7A. Thenthereare Lie algebra isomorphisms
grOA - grC9Aci 9PgrA ((2.8),
(2.14)) and 9Pgr A is generatedby gr,A (2.13). Thus OA is a Malcev group.
SimilarlyC9Awith the inducedfiltrationis a Malcev Lie algebra.
THEOREM

3.3. The functors
(MGp)

-

(CHA)

-1

(MLA)

are equivalencesof categories.
The proofwill occupythe rest of the section. It will be convenienton
several occasions to refer to the followingsituation. Let H be a groupenH be a groupmap, and considerthe diadowed with a filtration,
let j: H'
grams
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(3.4)

1

F
rmH'/Fm+iH'

) H'/Fm+,Hf
'

H'/FmH'

1

1

j
1grm
> FmH/Fm+iH

1jM+1
) H/Fm+,H

1jA
> H/FmH

1

induced by j depending on m. Typical diagram chasing arguments (e.g.,
serpent lemma) will then be applied. For example if gr j is surjective and jrn
is an isomorphismfor m large, it follows by descending induction on m that

forall m.
Jmis an isomorphism
PROPOSITION3.5. If G is a Malcev group, then
(FrG) .FG = F7G

for s > r.

In particular if FG = {1} for somes, thenFG = F7G for all r.

j

PROOF. We apply the situation of diagram (3.4) where H' = H = G/FSG,
the identity, and where F7H = FG FSG/FsG. Then gr j is surjective by

(3.1)(ii) and j = jmis an isomorphism
form > s; thusjrnis an isomorphism
for

all m and the proposition is proved.
The key technical point in the proof of Theorem 3.3 is the following
variant of Ado's theorem.
PROPOSITION3.6. (a) If G is a nilpotent group with no non-identity
elements of finite order, then the canonical map G
QG/QG" is injective
for n > the class of G, and conversely.
(b) If g is a nilpotent Lie algebra, then the canonical map go Ug/Ugn
is infective for n> the class of G, and conversely.
PROOF. The converse statements are trivial. (b): We may assume g
finitelygenerated, in which case the Lie algebra gr g associated to the lower
central series filtrationof g is finitedimensional, and so g is finitedimensional.
By Ado's theorem q has a faithful finitedimensional representation V whose
compositionquotients are trivial g modules. Let F be a flag in V stable under
g, and let R be the augmented algebra of endomorphismsof V which preserve
F and which induce the same scalar on each of the quotients of F. Then the
g action on V defines an augmented algebra map Ug/Ugn R where n
dim V; as g acts faithfullyon V, the map
Ug/Ug" is infective. It remains
to show this holds for all n > class of g. Let gr' g be the Lie algebra associated
to the filtrationFg= g 0 ug" so that we have maps gr g gr'g - > gr Ug.
Now we have seen (2.13) that 9Pgr U(g) is generated as a Lie algebra by gr, g,
hence these maps are surjective. To say g has class r means that grqg = 0
for q > r; hence gr' g = 0 for q > r. As we have shown that F. g = 0 for n
0 for n > r, proving (b).
sufficientlylarge, it follows that F.
-
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(a): By the same arguments used for (b), one reduces to the case where
G is finitelygenerated and to proving that G has a faithful finitedimensional
representation V with trivial composition quotients. The only difference is
gr' G ?z Q is surjective, whence for q > class of G,
that now grq G ?z Q
one may show by descending induction on q that FqG is a torsion group and
hence the identity subgroup by the hypotheses on G. To construct V we
proceed as in Ado's theorem. Since G is finitely generated and nilpotent,
there is a chain {Gk} of normal subgroups in G such that the associated quotients are cyclic with trivial G action; we prove the existence of V by induction on the length of this chain. Thus there is an exact sequence

1

, G,

>G

,C

,1

where C is cyclic and where the induction hypothesis applies to G1,so that the
canonical map p: G,
QG,/QG4 is injective for some n. Write R for the
target of p, let x be an element of G such that wxgenerates C, and let 0 denote
both the automorphism y v->xyx-' of G, and its obvious extension to R. The
images of the subgroups Gk in gr1QG1 generate a chain of subspaces on which
G acts trivially; combining this with the QG1-adic filtration,one sees that R
has a flag F stable under the left multiplication representation X of G1and the
conjugation action of G such that the associated quotients have trivial action.
Consequently both 0 and x(G1) are contained in the group T of endomorphisms
of R leaving F stable and inducing the identity on the quotients of F.
If C is infinite cyclic, then we may define an action q' of G on R by the
formula (p(yx') = x(y)Otif y e G1. It is readily checked that q' is well-defined;
as (p(G) c T, R becomes a representation of G faithful on G1 with trivial composition quotients. Taking the direct sum of R and a faithful representation
of C with trivial composition quotients, we obtain the desired V. On the
other hand if C is cyclic of order k > 0, let u be the unique element of 1 + F?
such that Uk - p(Xk), and define q by (p(yx') = p(y)ui if y e G1. It is readily
verifiedthat rp: G
1 + R is a well-defined function; to show that it is a
homomorphismone needs the formula 0(a) = ua-' for a e R. However a Oa
and a h--uav-' are elements of T with the same ktlpower, and as T is uniquely
divisible, they coincide. Composing q with left multiplication we get a faith-

-

-

ful action of G on R and R is the desired V. This completes the proof of (a)
and the proposition.
COROLLARY3.7. Let G be a nilpotent group. The following conditions
are equivalent.

( i ) G is uniquely divisible (x I- x" is bijective for n # 0).
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(ii)

gr G is a Lie algebra over Q.

(iii) G is a Malcev group with F7G = FG.
QG.
(iv) G Moreover if these conditions hold,

FG = {x e G x
and grG
gr 9QG - grQG.

-

1 e QGr} - Fr9QG

PROOF. (iv)
(iii) are trivial.
(i) and (ii)
Assume G uniquely divisible, let G = 9QG with its canonical filtration
G be the canonical map, and consider the diagram (3.4).
(3.2), and let j: G
gr G is surjective because the latter is generated by gr1G (2.13)
gr j: gr G
and because G uniquely divisible implies gr, G (gri G) 09Q - gr,G is surjective. By induction Im: G/FmG G/FmG is surjective for all m. For m> the
G is surjective. By (3.6)(a)
class of G, grmG = 0, so FmG = 0 and j: G
=
G
an
is
isomorphism,proving (iv). Now by descending
O, so j: G
j-'FmG
induction in the diagram grmj and im are isomorphisms, proving the "moreover" assertion of the corollary and the implication (iv)
(iii). Finally supof
finite
order so j: G G
no
elements
has
Then
G
holds.
non-identity
pose (ii)
gr G is surjective. We
is injective by (3.6)(a), and gr1Gis divisible so gr G
is proved.
corollary
so
the
(iv),
imply
facts
two
how
these
seen
just
have
COROLLARY3.8. If G is a nilpotent group, let G = 9QG and let j: G >G
the
canonical map. Then
be
( 1 ) j is universal for maps of G into nilpotent uniquely divisible
groups.
( 2) j is characterized up to canonical isomorphism by the following
properties
(a) G is nilpotent and uniquely divisible.
(b ) Ker j = the torsion subgroup of G.
jfor some n # 0.
(c) xeG =xneIm
PROOF. (1) is immediate from (3.7). For (2) suppose j has properties (a),
H is another map with these properties. Then by (1)
(b), (c) and that k: G
H which one easily sees has properties (b) and (c) and
there is a map G
therefore is an isomorphismby the unique divisibility of G and H. Hence k
is isomorphic to j. It remains to show that j has properties (b) and (c). For
(b) let G' be the quotient of G by its subgroup of elements of finiteorder (it
is a subgroup since G is nilpotent). Then by (1) G > G', while by (3.6)(a)
G'>
G', hence Ker j torsion subgroup of G. For (c) we show by induction
on m, that Im: G/FmG G/FmG has property (c) using the diagram (3.4).
Assume jm has property (c) and let x e G/Fm+iG, so that there is a
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ye G/Fm+iG and u e gr. G with u~jm+i(y) = Xk for some k # 0. Since
(gr G) 0 Q
gr G is surjective, there is a v e grm G with jm+i(V) = u for
some p # 0. As u is in the center of G/Fmi+G,
we have that Xkp = M+J(VYP),
-

-

showing that jrn+i has property (c). Thus by induction, j has property (c)
and the proof of the corollary is complete.
COROLLARY3.9. If g is a nilpotent Lie algebra, then g
overFRg= g f Ugr- Fr4Ug and grg - gr Ug - 9gr Ug.
The proof is similar to that of (3.7) but easier.

Remarks. 3.10. j: G

in the sense of [18], [17].

> IUg.

More-

G = 9QG is by (3.8) the Malcev completionof G

3.11. The second assertion of (3.9) is valid even if g is not nilpotent. For a
discussion of what happens in the group case and in particular a proof of the

isomorphism
(gr G) (0 Q ->

gr QG in generalsee [23].

PROOF OF (3.3). Let us call a Malcev group G (resp. Malcev Lie algebra
g, resp. complete Hopf algebra A) nilpotent if F7G (resp. Frg, resp. Fr4A) is
zero for some r. It follows from(3.7) and (3.9) that the categories of nilpotent
Malcev groups (nMGp) and Lie algebras (nMLA) are isomorphic to the categories of nilpotent uniquely divisible groups and nilpotent Lie algebras respectively. Moreover the functors
(3.12)

(nMGp)

(ncHA)

(nMLA)

are equivalences of categories, the quasi-inverse functors being Q and U
respectively. Indeed G
9QG by (3.7) and to show that Q9A
A it suf-

-

ficesby (2.7) and (2.18) to show that 9Q9A

>WA;but this followsfrom

(3.7), since the composition WA-_Q9A
9A is the identity. The case of
Lie algebras is similar. Finally the fact that (3.12) are equivalences implies
Theorem 3.3, because a Malcev group G (resp. CHAA) may be identifiedwith
the inverse system {G/FrG}(resp. A/A Fr4PA) in (nMGp)(resp. in (nCHA),
q.e.d.
APPENDIX B.

DG LIE ALGEBRAS AND COALGEBRAS

In this section we give an exposition of the results on DG Lie algebras
and coalgebras that are used in the rest of the paper, in particular the functors 2 and C. Although the results are presumably well known, we have
included proofs (in outline at least) because existing treatments do not directly apply (e.g., in the basic reference [20] only Lie algebras with faithful representation are considered), and because several technical lemmas required
for the proofs are needed elsewhere in the paper.
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1. Notation
We work over a field K of characteristic zero fixed once and for all. Except in the last section DG objects may be infinitein both directions. The
differentialis always of degree -1. DG algebras are always associative with
unit (a Lie algebra is not an algebra), and DG coalgebras are coassociative with
counit and unless otherwise stated cocommutative. Here cocommutative
> W 0 V is the isomorphismT(v 0 w)
means TA = A, where T: V ? W
(- 1)pqw v, if p = deg v and q = deg w. When definingmaps we shall give
formulas involving elements with ambiguous signs which have to be filled in
by the standard sign rule. The upper sign is always the one if all elements
are of even degree, e.g., [x, y] = xy T yx.
The r-fold suspension rV(r e Z) of a DG vector space V is definedto be
Yir(0 V, where Yris the DG vector space with (Tr)q = 0 if q # r and (Zr)r =
the one dimensional vector space over K with basis element er. We write ErX
A map of degree r from V to W
instead of er 0 x so that d~rx = ()r~rdx.
W and may be identifiedwith a collection f ={f: Vq Wq+r}
is a map YrV
such that df = (-1)rfd.
A weak equivalence is a map inducing isomorphismson homology.
2. The homology of certain functors
If V is a DG vector space, let T(V), S(V), and L(V) be the tensor algebra
of, symmetricalgebra of, and free Lie algebra generated by V respectively.
The functors T, S, and L are left adjoint to the underlying DG vector space
functor to (DG) from the categories of DG algebras, DG commutative algebras,
T(V),
DG Lie algebras, respectively, and so there are natural (DG) maps V
as
the
rise
to
These
homology
etc.
maps H(V)
(H(T(V)), etc., and,
give
of a DG algebra, etc. is a graded algebra, etc. to natural graded algebra maps
T(H(V)) - H(T(V)), etc.
If L is a DG Lie algebra, let U(L) be its universal enveloping algebra. U
is the left adjoint of the underlying Lie algebra functor from DG algebras to
DG Lie algebras. U(L) is a DG cocommutative Hopf algebra and there is a
> H(U(L)) of graded Hopf algebras.
natural map U(H(L))
-

PROPOSITION2.1. If
H(T(V))
T(H(V))
H(S(V))
S(H(V))
H(L(V))
L(H(V))
are isomorphisms. If L

V is a DG vector space then the natural maps
of graded algebras
of graded commutative algebras
of graded Lie algebras
is a DG Lie algebra, then the natural map
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of graded cocommutative Hopf algebras is an isomorphism.
PROOF. The assertionfor T(V) followsfromthe Kiinneththeorem. We
note that S(V) = ( S (V) whereSqz,(V)is thequotientof V?n by theaction
of the symmetric
group2(n), where2(n) permutesthe factorsof Vol". As the
characteristicof K is zero, the symmetrization
operator(n!)-'E
, a e (n)
is definedon V?n and definesa section of the map V?) -f S,(V), allowing
one to identifySq,(V) with the image of the symmetrization
operator. As
homologyis compatiblewith direct sums, and the Kiinneth isomorphism
is compatiblewith the interchangemap, one sees that both S,(H( V))
and H(SJ(V)) are the quotients of H(Vcn) - (H(V))`- by 2(n). Hence
Sn(H(V))
H(SJ(V)) and the assertionforS(V) is proved.
The universalenvelopingalgebra of L(V) is clearlyT(V). Assume for
the momentthe following
-

LEMMA 2.2. The map p: T(V)
p(x10..

*11x2
?x.)

fx1,

L(V) given by
...

[xn-1,xn] ***]

O
is a left inverse for the map L(V)
injective.

>
n=-nO

In particular L(V)

T(V).

T(V) is

RegardingL(V) as a sub-DGLie algebra of T(V) by the lemma,we see
that p is a projectionontoL(V). But the formulaforp is preservedby the
henceL(H(V)) and H(L(V)) are both the imagesof p
Kiinnethisomorphism,
on T(H(V)), so the assertionof the propositionforL(V) is proved.
To finishthe proofof the propositionwe need anotherfact.
Let L be a DGLie algebra and let
THEOREM2.3 (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt).
i: L
U(L) be the natural map. Let
-

e: S(L)
be given by e(x, * * xn) = 1/n! -ae
morphism of DG coalgebras.

>U(L)
...

+-)?i(x,,)

i(x0n). Then e is an iso-

It is clear that the followingsquare is commutative
S(H(L))

I

H(S(L))

U(H(L))

I

H(e)
UH(f U(L))

and so the assertion for the functor U follows from the assertion for S.
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Proposition 1 is therefore proved except for the lemmas.
PROOF OF LEMMA

2.2. L( V) = (r=, L,( V) whereLr( V) is spannedby rth

order brackets of elements of V. Hence L1(V) = V and [Lr(V), L,(V)] c
Lr+s(V). Consequently the endomorphism of L(V) given by Dx = nx if
x C L"( V) is a derivation, and we can formthe semi-directproduct L( V) 0 KD
with bracket

A
+ bD] = [x, y] + aDy

[x + aD,

-

bDx

if x, y E L(V), a, b E K.

Then L(V) 0 KD is a L(V) module and hence a U(L(V)) = T(V) module.
The map T(V)
L(V) 0 KD induced by u uD is given by
xi (9 *

X. )nl

[x1, ** [xn,D]] =[x1, *** [X._19aJ ..*.*

= nz if zeLJ(V). Hence p(z)
if n>0 and xie V, whereas zE -Dz
z e L(V) and the lemma is proved.
The proof of the PBW theorem will be given in the next section.

z if

3. Connected DG coalgebras and the proof of
the Poineare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem
Let C be a DG coalgebra with comultiplication A: C
C 0 C and counit
s: C K. C will be called connectedif there is an element 10 E C such that
Alc
1c 0 1c, e(1c) = 1K the unit of K and if C = U-=0F7C, where FrC is
the filtrationof C defined recursively by the formulas

FoC= K1c
FrC = {x E C I Ax - x (0 1c -

10

(0 x E F71,C (0 F_1C}.

This definitionof connected coalgebras differsfrom that in [20], however if
C is connected in the sense of [20], that is CO= K and C7 = 0 for all r < 0 or
all r > 0, then C is connected in our sense. Let CI(C) = {x e C I Ax =
1c 0 x + x 0 1c} be the DG subspace of primitive elements of C, so that
FIC = K -Ic ()(C).
PROPOSITION 3.1. If C' is a sub DG coalgebraof a connectedDG coalgebra
then
C' is connected,FrC' = FrC n C' and 9P(C') = 9P(C) n C'. A quotient
C,
of a connectedDG coalgebrais connectedand the tensorproductof connected
DG coalgebrasis connected.

3.2. If 0: C-w C' is a map of DG coalgebras,and if C is
0
connected,then is injective if and only if 0 restrictedto EP(C)is infective.
PROPOSITION

We first show that 10 e C'. Since x 0 1K = (id 0 s)Ax for all
x C C', s: C'
K is surjective and there is an x C C with s(x) = 1K As C is
PROOF.

-
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connected, there is an r such that x E FrC, and we may assume x chosen so
that r is minimal. If r > 0,
1K = (id (&es)Ax

X(

= x

1K + 10 (0 1K +

K,

in C'O

E xT ($ e(x")

where x', x'' E FTIC'.
Hence x =-E
s(xn')x'e C' n FriC has s(f) = 1, and
hence by minimalityof r, r = 0 and so x = l, and 1Te C'. A straightforward
induction shows that FrC' C' flFrC where we take 1,, = 1 hence U FrC' =
C' and C' is connected. This proves the firstassertion of Proposition 3.1 and
the other assertions are trivial.
Proposition 3.2 is proved by inductively showing that 0 is injective on
FrC hence also on all of C since C is connected.
Remark. It follows from the firstassertion of Proposition 3.1 that the
element l is uniquely characterized by the formulas Al, = c 0 lc and
slc=

We shall abbreviate10 by 1 fromnow on.

1K.

Examples 3.3. Let A: T(V)
A(v, (89*

-

-

T(V)

0 T(V) be given by

v.)
@r=0

(v1 0

...

V*
0

) 0 (V7+l 0

0v))

e

rr

0 V?-

v

where the empty tensor product is to be interpreted as 1 e V?0 = K. Let
s: T(V)
K be the projection onto V?0. Then A and s define a non-commutative coalgebra structure on T(V). (Warning: this is not the coalgebra
structure obtained by regarding T(V) as the universal enveloping algebra of
-

It is easily shown that FrT(V)

L(V).)

= (Dnlr V?n whence

T(V)

is con-

nected.

be the algebra map given by Av =
A: S(V)
S(V) 0 S(V)
v
1 + 1 0 v and let s: S(V)
K be the projection onto S0V = K. Then A
and a straightand s define a commutative coalgebra structure on S(V),
Let

forward calculation using shuffle permutations shows that the map N: S(V)
T(V)

given by

(3.4)

N(vl

...

V

L

is an injective map of DG coalgebras.

F7S(V) =

0,5r SJ(V) whence S(V)

e

V,10
(8 V,2 0 ...

vn

From Proposition 3.1 we conclude that
is connected.

In particular 9PS(V)

= V.

PROOF OF THE PBW THEOREM. e is clearly a DG map hence we may ignore
differentials. A calculation with shuffle permutations shows that e is a map
of graded coalgebras.

Furthermore e is surjective because

tration on U(L) by Fr U(L)
i(x1)

...

e (g,:t

if we define a fil-

= the subspace of U(L) spanned by products

i(x^) with xi C L, n < r, then by induction on r, we have FrU(L) =
It remains to show that e is injective. By Proposition 3.2, it
Sn(L)).
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sufficesto show that e restricted to FJ'S(L) = L is injective, or equivalently,
to show that the canonical map i: L o U(L) is injective. By Lemma 2.2 this
is true if L is free, that is, of the formL( V) for some graded vector space V,
consequently e is an isomorphismif L is free.
Given an arbitrary graded Lie algebra L we construct a diagram of
graded Lie algebras
So

Li

I LL

)Lo
di

where ds. = doso- id, pdo = pd1, and L., L1 are free, which is exact in the
sense that p is a cokernel of the pair do,d1 in the category of graded Lie
L where L. is
algebras. This may be done by choosing a surjection p: Lo
(do,di)
so
Lo X L Lo,
Lo x Lo into Lo -o
free, and then factoring Lo
L1
>'
where L1 is obtained by adding more generators to Lo so that (do,d1) is surjective. Consider the commutative diagram
-

S(Li)

?e
U(L1)

L

S(do)
S(d1)
e

U(do)

-z>

SWp
>P

> S(Lo)

S(L)

e

e
U(p)

U(Lo)

->

e

U(L)

As S is a left adjoint functor,S(p) is a cokernel for S(do), S(d1) in the category
of commutative graded algebras. Furthermore S(do) is surjective, because of
S(sO), hence S(do) Ker S(d1) is an ideal in S(LO). It is easily seen that the
natural map S(Lo)
S(LO)/S(do) Ker S(d1) is also a cokernel for S(do), S(d1),
hence S(LO)/S(do) Ker S(d1) - S(L), and so the top row of the above diagram
is exact in the category of graded vector spaces. Similar arguments show the
same for the bottom row. As e is an isomorphism for Lo and L1 since they
are free, the five lemma shows that e is an isomorphismfor L, q.e.d.
-

COROLLARY3.5. U(L) is connected as a coalgebra and L

> 9PU(L).

COROLLARY3.6. There is a canonical map of DG vector spaces r: U(L)
L which is left inverse to the inclusion i: L
U(L) and which is functorial
as L varies over the category of DG Lie algebras.
-

> L, where
Remarks 3.7. This map r is the composition U(L) - S(L)
j is the projection onto the tensors of degree 1. If L is free, r is not the same
as the map p of 2.2.
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3.8. A curious consequence of the above proof is that e: S(L)
U(L)
for any DG Lie algebra L over a ring K containing Q. In effectthe reduction
to the case where L is free did not use that K is a field, and the free case
follows by base extension fromQ. Consequently all examples of a Lie algebra
g over a ring such that g o U(g) is not injective must occur in characteristic p.
3.9. In the case of ordinary finite dimensional Lie algebras over R, the
map e: S(L)
U(L) has the following agreeable interpretation. If G is a Lie
group with Lie algebra L, then composition with the exponential map
exp: L -OG yields a map fromthe ring of formal functionson G at the identity
to the ring of formal functions on L at 0, that is, a homomorphism
(exp)*: U(L)*
S(L)* where * denotes dual. (exp)* is just the transpose of e.
-

-

4. A universal coalgebra property of T(V) and S(V)
and the theorem of Cartier, Milnor, and Moore
Let N: S( V)
T( V) be the DG coalgebra map 3.4. Let j: T( V)
V denote the projection onto the tensors of degree 1.
j: S( V)
-

-

V and

-

PROPOSITION4.1. If C is a connected DG coalgebra, then the map 8 H- jO
is a bijection from the set of DG coalgebra maps 8: C-o T(V) to the set of DG
vector space maps u: C
V such that u(1) = 0.
If C is a connected co-commutative DG coalgebra, then the same is true
for DG coalgebra maps C
S(V).
PROOF. Let A(n):C -o COn be the compositionC
C?2* *
C?N where
_
the map C??
C?r'+1' is any map of the form (id)?P 0 A 0 (id)?'r-'-1'. Since
C is coassociative this composition is independent of any of these choices, and
we have the formula
-

-

(A

(4.2)

In particular if Ax = x 0 1 + 1 0 x +
A(r)-

= (A(r-1)

)A =
E

(+q+

x* 0 x;',

id)Ax = A'r-I)x 0 1 + 1?r $0x +

.j

A'r-I)x. $0 X;!,

and so by induction on r we conclude that if x C FrC, then A(r)x is a linear
combination of terms of the form x, (0 ... 0 Xr where xj = 1 for some j. If
u: C
V is a DG map with u(1)
0 then um?A("')x = 0 if x C F"_1C, hence
U FrC, the map 8: C
since C
T(V) given by
-

(4.3)

Ox E-

0 uni'

x

is well-defined. It is clear that 0 is a DG map and a computation using (4.2)
shows that (0 0 O)A = AO. Hence 0 is a DG coalgebra map such that jO - u.
It is not hard to show that (4.3) holds for any DG coalgebra map 8: Coo T(V),
where u = jO, and so the firststatement of Proposition 4.1 is proved.
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thenthe imageof 0 is containedin the symmetric
If C is co-commutative,
tensorsin T(V), whichis the image of N: S(V)
T(V). As N is injective0
factorsuniquely0 = NO whereS: C S(V) is a DG coalgebra map, and the
secondstatementof Proposition4.1 followsfromthe first, q.e.d.
Let M be a DG comoduleunderthe cocommutativeDG coalgebra C, and
M 0 C, A,: C
C 0 C be the comodulestructureand coalgebra
let AM: M
structuremaps of M and C respectively.By a coderivationfromM to C, we
mean a DG map a: M-e C such that A,3 = (1 + T)(3 0 1)A\M where T is the
interchangemap (see ? 1). A degreer coderivationfromM to C is a degree
r map a: M e C of DG vector spaces such that the honestDG map y?M C
associated to a is a coderivationfrom 2rMto C. If we formthe semi-direct
productcoalgebraM E C with comultiplication
-

-

-

-

-

AM?C(m

E c)

= OEA

= (M

fmeTAImez

C),

C)0(MD

Cce(M0M)

e(M

0C)E(C0M)e(C0C)

with a DC coalgebramap
thena coderivationa fromM to C may be identified
=
C such that Oi idc wherei: C M e C is given by i(c) = 06 c.
M C
As My C is connectedif C is, we obtainfromProposition4.1 the following
COROLLARY4.4. If M is a DG comodule under the DG coalgebra S(V),
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between degree r coderivations
a: M-y S(V) and degree r maps v: M -V of DG vector spaces given by v = a.

or connectedif as a
We say that a DG Hopf algebra U is co-commutative
or connected. If U is a DG Hopfalgebra,then
coalgebra U is co-commutative
9PU is a sub-DGLie algebra of the underlyingDG Lie algebra of the algebra
structureof U.
THEOREM4.5. The fmnctorL I-- U(L) is an equivalence between the category of DG Lie algebras and the category of DG co-commutative connected
Hopf algebras, the quasi-inverse functor being U H--9PU.
PROOF. By the corollaryto the PBWtheoremwe have that 9PU(L) - L so

and connected.
it remainsto show that UC1(U) -> U, if U is cocommutative
We may ignorethe differentials.By 3.2 and 3.5, the natural map U(U)U)
U is infectiveand hencethereis a gradedvectorspace map a: U 9( U) such
that the composition
-

S(9(

U))

-->U)(

U)

U

a > 9)

U)

is the map j: S(FP(U)) 9P(U). By Proposition4.1 thereis uniquegraded co0
) S()P( U)) such that jO = a. 0 is infectiveby Proposition
algebra map U
-
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3.2 and the composition
S(9(

is the identity so UC)(U)

-U

Uf( u)

U))
--

S(f(

U))

U, q.e.d.

5. Principal DG coalgebra

bundles

and twisting functions

We retainthe notationand conventionsof the precedingsectionswith
the exceptionthat fromnow on all DG coalgebraswill be assumedto be cocommutativeand connected. By virtue of 3.1, the operationsthat we performwill not lead us out of this category. In particulara DG Hopf algebra
will be of the formU(L) by the Cartier-Milnor-Moore
theorem.
By a (right)action of a DG Lie algebra L on a DG coalgebraE we mean
a right U(L) module structureon E such that the module structuremap
m: E

?

E is a map of DG coalgebras. By a principal L bundle with
base C we meana triple(E, m,w)wherem is an actionof L on E and w:E-m C
is a map of DG coalgebrassuch that z(e u) = r(e) -s(u) satisfyingthe followU(L)

-

.

ing "local triviality"condition:thereexists a gradedcoalgebramap p: C E
with wp= id,, whichis not necessarilycompatiblewith the differentials
of C
u
and E, such that the map ap:C ? U(L)
E given by 9(c
u) = p(c) *u is an
isomorphism
of graded coalgebras, and right U(L) modules. Such a map p
-

-

will be called a local cross-section.

Example. Let m denote the natural L action on the DG coalgebra
C ? U(L), and let w be given by r(c ? u) = c (u). Then (C ?DU(L), m, w)
is a principalU(L) bundlewithbase C and any otherisomorphicto this one
is said to be trivial. It is clear that a principalbundle(E, m, w) is trivialif
and onlyif thereexists a local crosssectionp: C E such that dEP = pd,.
A twisting function froma DG coalgebraC to a DG Lie algebra L is a
linear map z-:C L of degree -1 such that
-

Z(1) = 0

(5.1)

dj zd-

?![c
+-

2

]? (9 Z) A=?

This last equationmay be written
(5.2)

dizc + zdcc + -

2

-(- )

c
i zci, C]

0

if Ac = A c' 0 c'. The followingpropositiondeterminesthe structureof
principalbundlesin termsof twistingfunctions.
PROPOSITION5.3. Let C be a DG coalgebra and let L be a DG Lie algebra.
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( 1 ) If (E, m, 7r)is a principal L bundle with base C and p: C
local cross-section, then there is a unique twisting function z: C
that the differential of E is given by
(5.4)

dE(pC'u)

= (dEpC).U

+ ()dgepC

E is a
L such

*du(L)U

dEpC = p(d c) + E .

(5.5)

(2) The mapping (E, m, it, p) l z defined by (1) yields a bijection from
the set of isomorphism classes of principal L bundles with base C and given
local cross section to the set of twisting functions from C to L.
(1). Let it': E m U(L) be given by it'(pc u) = s(c)u and recall
C is given by ir(pc-u) = c-s(u). Then

PROOF OF

that

7t:

E-

(5.6)

idE

m(ir (0

7C')AE .

If D: C-IC is coderivation of arbitrary degree of the coalgebra E, i.e.,
(5.7)

= (D 0 1 + 1
0

AED

D)AE

then by combining (5.6) and (5.7) we have
D = m(wD $&7w'+wr

(5.8)
Setting z =

7'D)z\E.

i'dEp: C-o U(L), and taking D = dE in (5.8) we obtain the formula

(0 7r' + 7r(0 wr'D)(p0) p)Ac
pdc + m(p 0 )AcI

dEP = m(wdE
=

which is the same as (5.5). If c e C and Av0c=
formulas
AU(L)fZC =

(5.9)

(t'o

0

w')(dE

0

1 + 1

0

dE)(P

0

c' 0 c'', then we have the
P)ACC = Zc

0 1+

1

0

ZC

w'd pc = w'dE(pdCc? E (- 1)'gtpc, -Zc )
= zdcc + E (-1)de cizrctzC7 + du(L)zc

The first formula shows that Im z c L. By virtue of d' = 0 and the cocommutativity of C, the second shows that T is a twisting function. We note
that (5.4) follows from the fact that E in a DG U(L) module. Finally T is
unique, since (5.5) implies that T = 7M'dEp;hence the proof of (1) is complete.
PROOF OF (2). The infectivityof the map (E, m, it, p) v--T is clear, since
up to isomorphismwe may assume that E is the coalgebra C 0 U(L), m is the
natural U(L) module structure on E, it is given by 7r(c0 u) = c s(u), and p
is given by p(c) = c 0 1. Then the only thing needed to determine the isomorphismclass of the principal bundle with local cross section is the differential of E, which is determined by z-via (5.4) and (5.5). It therefore suffices
to show that for any twisting function zT, the endomorphismof C 0 U(L)
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given by (5.4) and (5.5) completes C 0 U(L), m, w, and p and to a principal
bundle. In other words we must show
( i ) dE is a degree -1 coderivation of E,
(ii)

d2

(iii)

dE

(iv)

WrdE= de.

=O,

is compatible with the U(L) module structure on E, and

(iii) and (iv) are easy; assuming (i) we shall prove (ii).
d-

=

dEl

4[dE,

by wd' and

First note that

is a degree -2 coderivation of E, so by (5.8) it is determined
y'd2. However wrd2 = d2w = 0 by (iv). Since the proof (5.9) uses

only (i) and (iii), we see that (5.9) holds, and wr'd2p=0 because z is a twisting
function. But by (iii) d' (pc mu)= d pc mu?e
dU=u d~pc mu and hence
+
0. Thus d'

w'd1 =

0 and so (ii) is proved.

=

It remains to show (i). But the following formulas may be verifiedrather
easily from (5.4).
(dE

(

1 +

1 (0 dE)E(pC*U)

= (dE

X 1 +

+ (-1)
AEdE(pC*U)

=

1 0

*(du

dAepcA

AEdEPC*AUU

dE)AEpC*AUU

+

?

(-1)dg

1 + 1

?

du)Auu

AEpc*Auduu

I

where * is also used to denote the natural action of U(L) 0& U(L) on E ? E.
As the last terms of these expressions are equal since du is a coderivation of
U(L), it suffices in order to show that dE is a coderivation, to show that
(dE 09

1

+

1

0

dE).EPC

=

AEdEPC.

With patience the following formulas may

be deduced from (5.5).

1 + 10 dE)AzEP

(dE(
-

[(p 0 p)(dc 0 1 + 1 0 dc)Ac + (n 0 p)(p0

0 1)(Ac 0 1)Ac

+ (p 0 Mn)(10 p 0 Z.)(1 0C Ac)\c]
AEdEP
-

[AEpdc + (m 0 p)(p

0 z 0 1)(1 0 T)(Ac 0 1)Ac
+ (p 0 m)(1 0 P 0 Z)(AC 0 ')C],

where T: C 0&C
C 0&C is the interchange map. As A' is cocommutative
and co-associative, and as dc is a coderivation of C, we see that these expressions are equal. Consequently dE is a coderivation, (2) is proved, and the
proof of Proposition 5.3 is complete.
6. Universal twisting functions
Let f(C, L) be the set of twisting functions from the DG coalgebra C to
the DG Lie algebra L.
f(C, L) is a bifunctor covariant in L and contravariant in C. If z E f(C, L), we let E(C, L, z) denote the principal L bundle
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with base C and local cross-sectionp (unique up to isomorphismby 5.3) whose
differentialis given by (5.4) and (5.5).
A DG coalgebra C will be called acyclic if the augmentation C
K is a
homology isomorphism.
fT(C, L)
PROPOSITION 6.1. If C is a DG coalgebra, then the functor L
is represented by a universal twisting function zTo:C 2(C). Furthermore
E(C, 2(C), zT,) is acyclic.
PROPOSITION 6.2. If L is a DG Lie algebra, then the functor C H-- iT(C,L)

is represented by a universal twisting function

E(C(L), L,

rL)

zL.:

is acyclic.

PROOF. Let

K} and let 2 = F-1 (see ? 1), so that &2Cis

C = Ker {I: C

the (- 1)-fold suspension of the DG vector space C.
Lie algebra generated by 12C and let C:C
L(f2C)
where w: Coo C is the natural projection. Finally
algebra which as a graded Lie algebra is L(&2C),
given by
-

(6.3)

dk(c)7cx

L. Furthermore

6(L)

-cdcx
-

-

-

2

E

(-

Let L(f2C) be the free
be given by TCx = hifrx,
let 2(C) be the DG Lie
but whose differentialis

1)d'V7x,

zx].

This formula gives de(c) on &IC; it may then be extended uniquely to all of
L(2C) as a degree -1 derivation. Assuming de(c) = 0 for the moment, we
shall show that Tc: C
2(C) is a universal twisting function with source C.
L is an arbitrary
First of all z-c is a twisting function by (6.3). If v: C
is
a
free
Lie
0 and L(fC)
algebra, there is
twisting function, then as z(1)
L such that zc = zT. Now Ode(L) and dLO
a uniquehomomorphism
0: L(nC)
are degree -1 derivations of L(&W0) with values in L considered as an L(&2)
module via 0; as z-c and T are twisting functions Ode(L) = dLO on &2C,hence
L is a map of DG Lie algebras such that z>c = Z;
identically. Thus 0: 2(C)
as 0 is determined by z, we see that zc has the desired universal property.
The universal enveloping algebra of L(&C) is T(2C), and the extension
of de(c) to T(&2C) is the degree -1 derivation given by the formula
-

(6.4)

du(2(c,,7cx =-zdcx

-

.

(XiTXi.

by virtue of the cocommutativityof C. Consequently U(2(C)) is the cobar
= 0, by coassociativity
construction [1] of the DG coalgebra C. Hence d())
0 as claimed above. FurthermoreE(C, 2(C), zc) is the coof C and so da(c)
algebra C(? T(&iC) with differential given by 5.4, 5.5, and 6.4. Thus
E(C, 2(C), zc) is the "total space" coalgebra for the cobar constructionand is
acyclic. In fact a contracting homotopys is given by
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s(px) = 0
s(px *Tx1 *** ZTcXq)= (_ 1)degx(x)Sx,

*ZCX2 ...

q >

ZcXq

1

This concludesthe proofof Proposition6.1.
Let EL # L be the DG Lie algebra constructed from the DG Lie algebra L
L, where the
in the following way. As a graded vector space EL # L = EL
elements of EL are written Ex, and the elements of L are written Ox if x is
an element of L. The bracket and differentialof L are given by the formulas
?

d~x = Ox - Edx
dOx = Odx

= 0

[x,y]

[lx, Oy] = E[x, y]

(6.5)

[Ox, Oy] = O[x, y]
EL # L has homology zero, since if h is given by hOx = Ex, hx = 0, then
dh + hd = id. By Proposition 2.1, U(2L # L) is acyclic.
Let 0: U(L)
U(2L # L) be the Hopf algebra extension of the injection
of L into EL # L given by x I-, Ox. Then 0 is a DG Hopf algebra map and the
right U(L) module structure on U(YL # L) determined by 0 is an action of L
L) 0U(L) K be the "orbit" DG coalgebra of
on U(2L # L). Let C(L) = U(L
this action, and let w: U(2L # L)
C(L) be the natural surjection. By the PBW
-

#

U(2L # L) given
theorem we have a coalgebra isomorphismS(YL) 0 U(L)
ic u, wherei: S(EL)
by c &u
# L) is the Hopf algebra map which
U(L
2L# L. (Note that i is not compatible with difextends the inclusion EL ferentials.) Consequently wi: S(EL)
C(L) is a graded coalgebra isomorphism
-

-

and the coalgebramap

p: i(iri)`l:

#L)

>U(YL

C(L)

is a local cross-sectionfor the action. Therefore U(2L #L) with this L action,
w, and p is a principal L bundle with base C(L). Proposition 5.3 shows that
the differential of U(2L #L) may be calculated by 5.4 and 5.5 in terms of a
twisting function zTL:6(L) oL which we shall now determine.
Let w': U(2L #L) o U(L) be the Hopf algebra map given by Ex O0
Ox F-,x. Then 5.5 implieszTL
TL(IX1

* * *

EXq) =

'E!
-

ConsequentlyzL: 6(L)
c
W(L)

n

=

so

W'dEp,

+Ex

1

1?

q

X1

q=

..

*** (Oxj-Edxj)

*

Xq

>

L is the composition
S(tLhe)

EL

L

.

We can now show that z-, has thedesireduniversalproperty.In orderto
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simplify the notation a bit we shall identify the coalgebras S(2L) and C(L)
via the map wi in what follows. In particular ,L = fLj by the preceding calcuL be an arbitrary twisting function. By 4.1, there is a
lation. Let z: C
unique graded coalgebramap 0: C oS(YL) such that Or = zL. Now Od0 and
-

de(L)0 are two degree -1 coderivations to C(L)

from C, which is an S(YL)
comodule via 0. But j~d0 = jde(L,)O,since z and ZL are twisting functions,
hence Od0 = d(L,)O,by 4.4, so 0 is a DG coalgebra map from6 to C(L) such that
Or = rL. As 0 is determinedby z, this provesthat ZL is a universaltwisting
function with target L. Finally E(6(L), L,z-L) = U(2L #L) is acyclic, and so
the proof of Proposition 6.2 is achieved.
Remarks 6.6. 2(C) is the DG Lie algebra of primitive elements in the
cobar construction of C.
6.7. If g is an ordinary Lie algebra over K, and L is the differential
graded Lie algebra which is g in dimension zero and zero in other dimensions,
then C(L)q = A qg and the differentialon C(L) is the standard one for computing Lie algebra homology. This may be seen by noting that in the case at
hand 6.5 is the well-known formulas [i(x), i(y)] = [d, 0(x)] = 0, [d, i(x)] = 0(x),
[Ox,i(y)] = i([x, y]), etc. Therefore the functor C is the natural generalization
to DG Lie algebras of the standard complex for calculating the homologyof a
Lie algebra [15].
7. Application of the comparison theorems for spectral sequences
In this section we shall only consider DG objects which are zero in negative dimensions. Recall that a DG coalgebra C (resp. DG Lie algebra L) is
r-reduced if Cq = 0 (resp. Lq = 0) for q < r, that reduced = 1-reduced, and that
(DGC)r (resp. (DGL)h) are the categories of r-reduced DG coalgebras (resp. Lie
algebras).
PROPOSITION7.1. Given maps of DG coalgebras
Cf

(7.2)

C

C

such that
(a ) C is "locally" theproductof Cb and Cf in thesense thatthereexists

a coalgebra map A: C o Cf such that qpi = id and such that (r (8 q)A: C
Cb 0 Cf is a coalgebra isomorphism,
(b) C, Cf are reducedand Cb is 2-reduced. Then thereis a coalgebra
spectral sequence
EPq2H

=pH(Cb)

0 H,(Cf)

- Hp+q(C)

independentof thechoiceof q' and functorial in the diagram (7.2).
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C I and let FpC be the inverse image FpCb
PROOF. Let FpCb =
under w of FpCb in the DG coalgebra sense, i.e., the cotensor product of FpCb
and C over C b. We calculate the spectral sequence associated to this filtration
of C. i induces an isomorphism 0: C f FC of DG coalgebras. Then
((gr w) 0 0-')A is a canonical map

(7.3)

E?=grC-

)C'oCf

of coalgebras, which is an isomorphismby (a). To calculate the differentials
we use the isomorphism (w 0D )A of (a) to identify C with Cb 0 Cf as coalgebras, in which case we have
{(r (9 (q)Ac}(x (y)

= x0 y

if xCb,ye

Cf.

Denoting the differentials of Cb, Cf, C by db, df, d respectively, using this
formula and the fact that d is a coderivation for Ac one calculates the formula
d(x 0 y)

whereax =

=

dbx

(0 y

+

E

0

J )degz

d (xi' 0) y)

0ix'X x7'. If deg x' < deg x, then since C'

0, deg x' < deg x -2.

Consequently if deg x = p
d(x 0y)

- (-1)Px
dfyeFp2C,
I
fromwhich one calculates that Ep, C (D Hq(C t ) and Ep2,- Hp(C'b) 0 Hq(C f)
These isomorphismsare induced by (7.3) which was independent of A, and so
the proposition is proved.
-

dbx0y

COROLLARY7.4. Let L be reducedand C 2-reduced,and let (E, m, w) be

a principal L bundle with base C. Then there is a coalgebra spectral
sequence
Hp+qE.

E~q =HpC (? HqUL
PROOF. Apply the proposition to
U(L)

>E

>C

where i(u)= 1E * U. If p is a local cross-section, then by means of the coalgebra
isomorphismC 0 U(L) oE given by c 0 u I-, pc u, one may define the map
a: E
U(L) needed for a) by
.

P(pc u) = 6(c)u

.

q.e.d.

THEOREM7.5. The adjoint functors
(DGL)1 ',

e

(DGC)2

carry weak equivalencesinto weak equivalences. Moreoverthe adjunction
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maps a: SCL

L and @: C

PROOF. Let f: L
spectral sequences
HpCL
HpCL'

CSC are always weak equivalences.

L' be a weak equivalence and consider the map of
Hq UL

1

0

Hp+qE(CL, L,

HqUL'

TL)

1~

~

Hp+qE(CL', L',

EL')

By 2.1 and 6.2 the map is an isomorphismon the "fiber" and "total space" so by
the comparison theorems [30] for spectral sequences H~Cf is an isomorphism.
Similarly by considering the map of spectral sequences induced by the map
of principal bundles E(CL, 2L,
L)
E(CL, L, TL) coming froma: SCL L,
one sees that a is a weak equivalence. The other assertions of the theorem
are proved the same way.
-
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